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Chapter I: Introduction

This thesis presents research in the area of Biophysics, with the aim of gaining
insights into biological systems through the application of the principles of physics. It
builds on the highly interdisciplinary research field of biophysics and pulls from a third
field, education. I have named this novel combination of research areas biophysics
education research.
This dissertation is comprised of two main parts, with the first part focusing on
experimental biophysics and the second part focusing on biophysics education. The
experimental biophysics aim is to examine the role of cell-cell signaling in collective cell
migration in danio rerio (zebrafish), more specifically Bone Morphogenetic Protein
(BMP) signaling in the posterior Lateral Line primordium (pLLp). The biophysics
education aim is to develop a problem set that is research-based and authentic for the
Introductory Physics for the Life Science (IPLS) course at the University of Maryland,
College Park (UMD). Most significantly these two parts are linked; the biomechanics of
the pLLp is the inspiration for the membrane mechanics focused problem set.

1.1 Experimental biophysics brings together biology and physics.

As noted above, the first part of this dissertation examines the role of cell-cell
signaling in collective cell migration in zebrafish, a well-established model system for
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organismal development. This section introduces the concepts of collective cell
migration, signaling, and particle image velocimetry, the main physics tool used.

1.1.1 Collective cell migration occurs throughout nature.

Collective cell migration occurs throughout nature both globally and locally in
organisms. Global collective cell migration is coordinated motion that involves all cells
in an organism. One example is Drosophila (fruit fly) development in which the distinct
folding of the embryo into a band-like structure is critical for development [1, 2]. More
prevalent is local collective cell migration which involves motion of a group of cells in an
otherwise relatively stationary environment. Examples of local collective cell migration
are wound healing and cancer metastasis, and many parts of normal morphogenesis [317].
In this thesis I study localized collective cell migration in a relatively welldefined, reliable developmental process, the migration of the posterior Lateral Line
primordium (pLLp). In this system approx. 100-140 cells migrate along the length of the
developing fish embryo, depositing small clusters of cells, to form a sensory organ that
will allow the fish to sense fluid flow and pressure [18]. The pLLp is a particularly
interesting model because it includes a transition from well-coordinated motion to
separation of small clusters (which form neuromasts or sensory nodes) from the main
body. Indeed, the transition in migration and in collective behavior results may apply to
not only understanding development but also components of diseases such as cancer
metastasis.
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1.1.2 Collective cell migration in the pLLp is guided by signaling.

The cells in the pLLp, similar to other instances of local collective cell migration,
respond to both environmental cues and cell-cell signaling [19–24]. The focus of prior
work regarding signaling in the pLLp has been on Wnt and Fgf signaling, which account
for the pattern in which neuromasts are generated and deposited by the migrating
primordium [18, 25–27]. There has been little work done, however, on other signals.
Our colleagues observed a qualitative disruption in the migratory behavior of the
pLLp when an additional signal, Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMP), is inhibited. The
first part of this dissertation quantitatively analyzes this change. BMP signaling has been
shown to affect collective cell migration in other contexts as well, most notably cancer
metastasis [28–31].
For a thorough analysis of the role of BMP, several inhibitors are used–including
two concentrations of a BMP inhibitor, an Fgf inhibitor, and a myosin inhibitor in
addition to a control condition. The Fgf inhibitor was selected due to the known role of
Fgf signaling in the pLLp and the myosin inhibitor was selected due to cell movement
being regulated through actin contractility and polymerization [22, 32–34].
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1.1.3 Using insights from fluid flow and soap films for analyzing collective cell
migration.

We will compare and contrast the changes in collective migration after the
different perturbations listed above by capturing movies of collective migration. The
movies are analyzed with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), a software tool that was
originally developed for use in fluid mechanics to track the velocity of particles in motion
[35–37]. It was recently adapted for use in biological applications by Dr. Rachel Lee at
the University of Maryland, College Park [11, 15, 38–40]. This dissertation work further
analyzes cell motility as a group using a novel procedure that involves masking the
region of interest in time-lapse videos of the migrating pLLp and overlaying the same on
full-image PIV output to selectively obtain the results of PIV on strictly the migrating
pLLp.
In addition to examination of this group of cells moving collectively, I also
zoomed in to examine the junctions of multiple cells to gain additional insight. In soap
films and similar non-living systems, junctions where multiple bubbles connect yield
insight into the mechanical stability of the system [41]. To examine the junctions of
cells, I developed a method of guided visual observation to quantify the number of
quadrijunctions (where four cells intersect) present in the pLLp. Quadrijunctions are rare
and mechanically unstable in soap film, thus finding relatively many such junctions
indicates increased stability in the pLLp.
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1.2 Biophysics Education Research

The second part of this dissertation builds on the first part as it pulls from
biophysics research to develop research-based problem sets for an introductory physics
course. The focus of the second part is biophysics education research, with the
overarching aim of developing materials for an IPLS course that are not just authentic
physics or authentic biology, but cross-disciplinary authentic (CDA), a new term I will
introduce and define below.

1.2.1 Calls for reform result in new introductory physics for the life sciences course
sequence.

Starting in the early 2000s, there were numerous calls from the professional
medical and life science community calling for reform in the undergraduate life science
curriculum for courses supporting biology, such as introductory physics for the life
sciences (IPLS) [42, 43, 52–61, 44, 62, 63, 45–51].
A response to these calls was the National Experiment in Undergraduate Science
Education (NEXUS) which produced reformed physics, math, and chemistry courses [64,
65, 74–83, 66, 84–93, 67, 94–98, 68–73]. The UMD Physics Education Research Group
(PERG) was responsible for the physics component of the NEXUS project and created a
reformed two-semester IPLS course sequence as a result.
The IPLS course has not just new content, but also reformed pedagogy to bridge
disciplines. The course is student-centered and focuses on active learning with both
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small- and large-group discussion. These discussions enable a strong interdisciplinary
reasoning component for the class. This reformed course pays attention also to
authenticity, considering what is relevant/true in a given discipline, and to
interdisciplinarity, addressing broad problem topics [75, 99–104]. While this course
makes great strides in establishing a more career-relevant experience for the IPLS
students, more can be done. During the initial offerings of the course, both physics and
biology faculty members and course developers agreed that the course content was
biologically relevant, but the students did not always view it as such.

1.2.2 Cross-disciplinary authenticity attends to problem-set outcome.

The need to develop problem sets that the students viewed as being biologically
relevant and useful led me to propose and define a new term, cross-disciplinary
authenticity (CDA). This differs from the current standard which focuses on posing
problems with authentic biology and physics. CDA gives explicit attention to the
learning outcome of the problem, specifically that students recognize its biologicalauthenticity. In this part of the dissertation, I present a specific example of a CDA
problem set that builds on the collective cell migration research in the first part of this
dissertation. The goal of the problem set is to learn about developmental biology using
concepts from physics, mainly the Laplace pressure equation.
Through an iterative design process, the design team and a network of our
colleagues and peers made modifications until converging on a problem set that we
considered to be CDA, using physics concepts to gain biological insight. However, after
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interviews with members of the IPLS student body, we found that they did not view one
of the problem set components as producing biologically-authentic results.

1.2.3 An Epistemological Bridge leads to interdisciplinary modeling.

One of the components of the problem set was a modeling component. The
design goal was to have the students engage in interdisciplinary modeling of a biological
system. The students in focus group interviews, however, rejected the simplified model
of the biological system instead of engaging with it. They made statements indicating
that biology was too complex to be modeled and recognized no value for modeling living
systems, though they appreciated the utility of modeling non-living systems.
In overcoming this design failure, I drew from the work of Clement, 1993 [105].
The students in Clement’s study had conceptual difficulties with physics when in
applying what they learned in an anchor case to a target case. Clement therefore inserted
a bridging case to assist with the transition of physics concepts from one scenario to
another. Concretely, the students learned about a hand on a spring and then were asked
to apply the concepts from this scenario to a book on a table. This method works because
it is easier to comprehend a close analogy than a distant one; the bridge divides the
analogy into two smaller steps that are easier to comprehend than one larger step. This is
a conceptual gap (the concept that even a solid table exerts an upward force).
In the case of the IPLS students, however, there is a stark difference. The
students did not have a conceptual barrier as Clement’s students did. Instead, they had a
problem with the appropriateness of engaging in modeling. They understood
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conceptually the physics of each scenario, but they didn't see modeling as being an
accessible tool for use in cases of living systems. They had an epistemological barrier, in
that their difficulties were related to the nature of knowing instead of being difficulties
with the concepts. In this scenario, I identified the need for an Epistemological Bridge.

1.2.4 Problem set deployment was successful.

After insertion of an Epistemological Bridge into the IPLS problem set, the
students in focus groups successfully engaged in interdisciplinary modeling in all cases
and the problem set was deployed in the large-scale IPLS classroom recitation. Although
the class norm in the recitation is not to write down answers to the recitation worksheets
as they are ungraded and typically not collected, still almost 40% of students engaging
with the interdisciplinary modeling component, which is a baseline for success in the
effectiveness of the interdisciplinary bridge.

1.3 Proposal to recognize the field of Biophysics Education Research.

The first aim of this dissertation, to examine the role of BMP signaling in the
pLLp, resulted in bringing principles and concepts from physics in to examine the
biological system. It was found that the BMP signaling is critical for directionality and
speed of migration.
The second aim of this dissertation, to develop a CDA problem set for IPLS,
brings together content and perspective from biology into physics education research.
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The work brought forth a novel method for achieving CDA and an Epistemological
Bridge to successfully create a research-based, CDA problem set.
In addition to the work put forth in this dissertation, I propose that the work, itself,
lies in a new domain, biophysics education research, bringing together biology,
education, and physics.
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Chapter II: Background

In this chapter of my thesis, I present background work from research conducted
in the fields of biology, physics, and education. I first present background from biology
and physics regarding cellular biomechanics, zebrafish as an animal model, and
micropipette aspiration. This information provides a base level of biological and physics
background upon which I pull in components from education to construct an educational
biophysics problem set.

2.1 Collective cell migration occurs when a group of cells moves together.

I first focus on a biological phenomenon, localized collective cell migration.
Local collective cell migration occurs when a group of cells moves together as a unit
within a relatively stationary environment [3, 4, 8–11, 13–16]. This occurs in instances
such as morphogenesis (which is the development of organs and organisms) and wound
healing [4, 12, 17, 106]. Even in cases where cells had been thought to migrate as
individuals, such as in the developing neural crest and during cancer metastasis, recent
work has highlighted that some collective character of migration is still present [107,
108]. In the immune response of collective cell migration, cells relay signals and
collectively attack infectious sites, and in cancer metastasis, collective migration away
from the primary tumor occurs even as local strands of cells break away from the original
site [3, 4, 12, 109].
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Each of the previous examples of collective cell migration share common traits of
a group of cells moving as a single unit in an in vivo environment. (In vivo studies
examine cell motility in the live environment of the organism as it is naturally occurring.)
By examining collective cell migration in the robust, reproducible context of
morphogenesis, we can further understand its complexities and expand our knowledge of
this phenomenon, potentially identifying overlapping traits relevant multiple instances of
collective cell migration.

2.2 Collective cell migration can be observed in vivo in zebrafish.

Observation of collective cell migration during development is possible in
embryonic zebrafish (Danio rerio) when a certain group of cells migrates down the fish
body [18]. The embryonic development of zebrafish provides an excellent model for
observing collective cell migration in vivo and thus has become a prevalent animal model
as their use in research is growing rapidly both in the US and abroad [110–114]. One
aspect of the zebrafish development, in particular, the voyage of the posterior Lateral
Line primordium (pLLp), proves to be an excellent in vivo model for examining the
biomechanics that occur during collective cell migration as it is a relatively well-defined
system [18, 25, 26, 115]. And although it is a well-known system, little work has been
done examining the biomechanics of the system and only recently have researchers began
to explore the 3D aspects of migration.
This work examines the physical parameters of cell migration and quantifies
perturbations of cell movement by examining and perturbing the pLLp. These
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perturbations are examined not only in a baseline control environment but moreover in an
experimental setting where the main lines of communication (signaling systems) between
migrating cells are affected by varied inhibitors in varying quantities.

2.2.1 The embryos of zebrafish are transparent and genetic modification is
straightforward.

Embryonic transparency in zebrafish occurs because the pigment has yet to
develop in the embryo and aids in the ease of the visualization [116]. In the absence of
any genetic modifications, the embryos will be transparent. Genetic modification may
allow a subset of the cells in select lines of zebrafish to produce a tag that fluoresces after
being illuminated via a specific wavelength [117]. This illumination enables the
visualization of cells as they move throughout the organism. The fully sequenced
genome allows for genetic modifications, and the transparent embryo makes opportune
visualization of the fluorescent cells convenient.
The zebrafish used in my research were housed at the National Institutes of
Health’s Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (NIH/NICHD) and bred using standard protocols (Figure 1) [118].
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Figure 1. Mature Zebrafish.
Photograph of mature (adult) female zebrafish housed at the National Institutes of Health. Mature
zebrafish are allowed to spawn naturally, and embryos are harvested for imaging. Mature
zebrafish are approximately 1.5 +/- .5 inches in length in captivity.

2.2.2 Zebrafish embryos are easily collected and a superb size for imaging.

To mate in the wild, at dawn female and male zebrafish will deposit their eggs
and sperm into the water, and the fertilization of the eggs occurs external to the female
zebrafish body [116]. In captivity, female and male zebrafish are typically housed in
separate compartments. When the collection of fertilized embryos is needed, male and
female zebrafish are housed together overnight, and the process of fertilization will
naturally occur once the simulated day lighting is present. Fertilized embryos can then be
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collected from the bottom of the housing container. This external fertilization process is
very convenient for embryonic experimental purposes.
Another feature that contributes to the desirability of zebrafish as a model
organism is their small size. Unlike other situations in which one can observe collective
cell migration in vivo, such as in a mouse ear, zebrafish are unique in that the entire
organism can be viewed under a microscope. Many zebrafish embryonic experiments,
such as the ones discussed in this body of work, capitalize on the ability to view a group
of cells moving together, traversing the length of the fish body which is uniquely
observable in this animal model.

2.2.3 Transgenic cells in the pLLp can fluoresce green.

In the wild, zebrafish embryos are completely transparent during the first 22 hours
post fertilization (hpf) as it is at this time that pigment begins to develop. Though
possible, identifying specific cells, such as the cells in the pLLp, is difficult. It was,
therefore, necessary to make modifications to the genetic makeup of the fish to enable
imaging (through creating a transgenic zebrafish line). In this work, we utilized a popular
transgenic line, the CldnB:lyn-GFP line (Cldn-B) [119].
The Cldn-B line was developed by first identifying a version of a green
fluorescent protein (GFP) tag that is suitable and able to bind to the cell membrane. A
GFP tag is well suited for this usage as it possesses the trait of fluorescing green when
exposed to blue light [120]. In the transgenic construct, a GFP tag attaches to a specific
cell membrane protein, Cldn-B where it is under the control of a Cldn-B promoter. All
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the cells which express the Cldn-B protein appear green in color due to the GFP tag
[121]. As a result, when exposed to blue light, the membranes of the cells fluoresce
green. Since the cells in the pLLp express Cldn-B, the membranes of the cells in the
pLLp are tagged with a GFP and therefore they can be easily observed via fluorescent
microscopy.

2.2.4 The deposition of neuromasts is critical to zebrafish development and viability.

At approximately 24 hpf, the pLLp begins to migrate. This group of
approximately 100-140 cells, travels along the horizontal myoseptum, which is a wall of
connective tissue present during the embryonic stage [27, 122]. The group originates in a
region near the developing head of the embryo, in the cephalic posterior lateral line
placode. It then travels away from the head through the posterior region of the
developing embryo to the end of the embryonic body, which is the tip of the developing
tail.
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Dalle Nogare 2017
Figure 2. Zebrafish embryo and pLLp.
Figure from Dalle Nogare 2017 [25]. Used with permission. Image shows pLLp in zebrafish
embryo 32 hours post fertilization (hpf). The pLLp has deposited L1 neuromast. Inset shows a
magnified view of an example pLLp. Scale bar is 200 µm.

As the pLLp collectively migrates down the posterior region of the developing
embryo (Figure 2), it deposits groups of cells called neuromasts [18, 25]. The pLLp
deposits approximately eight neuromasts over the course of the twenty-four-hour
migration. These neuromasts develop as part of the lateral line which is a sensory organ
whose function is to detect displacement in the surrounding aquatic environment in the
developed zebrafish [25, 27, 123–125]. This process of neuromast deposition is critical
to the viability of the fish.
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2.3 Cellular biomechanics are crucial components to healthy cellular
functioning.

Now that I have introduced the biological functioning of the pLLp, I would like to
transition into a discussion on cellular biomechanics, a topic that brings together physics
and biology. Here I discuss the Newtonian properties of pressure, motion, and force in
the cellular environment and in micropipette aspiration. In Chapter 3, I investigate the
cellular biomechanics of the pLLp and in the second part of my dissertation, I build on
biomechanics (both micropipette aspiration and my research) to develop novel problem
sets.

2.3.1 Cellular biomechanics yields insight into collective cell migration in cancer and in
developmental processes.

Biomechanics can include concepts such as Young’s modulus (elasticity),
storage/loss modulus (viscoelasticity), general deformation of cell in response to a force,
and other mechanical properties of the biological system. The examination of cellular
biomechanics is useful for understanding healthy cells behave and for gaining insight into
illnesses and diseases arising from cellular abnormalities. The examination of
biomechanical parameters is commonly used to determine causes, methods of
development, morphologic changes, and consequences of changes of disease [126, 127].
Recent work has paid increased attention to the physical forces involved in the collective
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cell migration process, specifically regarding the forces cells exert on each other while
migrating [128].
Pressure, for example, plays a role in cancer and in development. A standard
model for a cell is a fluidic substance surrounded by an elastic cortical shell [129]. If the
internal pressures of the cells are equivalent, the contact boundary will be planar. If they
differ, the boundary will arc in the direction of lesser pressure, while also influenced by
biological components. Some of these components include cell-cell adhesion and cortical
actin networks that physically link the membrane and maintain the cortical tension in the
cell [24]. The cortical actin network is a network of actin filaments that connect to each
other and to proteins in the cell membrane. This influences cell surface mechanics and
the control of cell shape [23, 130].
To anchor this phenomenon to biological relevancy, consider that pressure has
implications for both the formation of carcinogenic tumors and in embryonic
development. Prior work has shown that when external pressure is applied to malignant
mammary cells, they revert to a normal growth phenotype [131]. Pressure differentials
play an essential role in developmental biology, as in the formation of the sensory
system’s neuromasts during embryonic zebrafish development after deposition by the
posterior lateral line primordium. Each pressure differential corresponds to differing
forces from multiple components in the system.
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2.3.2 Membrane forces balance in static scenarios.

Each cell in a group of cells has its own set of pressures and forces acting on it.
As a simplified scenario, we consider a single cell from the group of cells to create a
simplified model. For this single cell, we consider the balance of forces at a small area of
its membrane as it is suspended in medium (Figure 3). There is an internal pressure (F1)
yielding a force on the select area coming from the internal components of the cell.
There is an external pressure (F2) from the surrounding medium on the cell. (In the
second part of this thesis, the external pressure will be replaced with the suction from the
micropipette and then by other cells.) There is surface tension to the left (F3) and to the
right (F4). In this simplified model, these are due to the membrane tension in the cell. As
this is a three-dimensional structure, there will also be forces in the z-dimension. For
illustrative purposes, those are not shown here.
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Figure 3. 2D Membrane Forces.
A schematic illustration of a select region of the membrane of a single cell and select forces acting
upon the region. The membrane is shown in shades of gray. The membrane components and
other subcellular components are not illustrated. The forces due to pressure and surface tension
are shown via black arrows in their direction. The magnitude of force is not shown. The forces
are as follows: F1 is the force due to the internal pressure of the cell on the select membrane area.
F2 is the force due to the external pressure on the cell membrane. F3 and F4 are the forces due to
tension.

The shape of the membrane sections gives us information about the balance of
forces. This in turn tells us which parts are under greater pressure. In the example the
pressure inside of the cell is greater than the pressure outside of it.
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2.4 Micropipette aspiration allows for quantification of biomechanical
properties.

Some techniques such as Brillouin microscopy, atomic force microscopy, optical
traps, and micropipette aspiration can be used to characterize cellular mechanics [132–
138]. One of these methods in particular, micropipette aspiration, is a classical technique
in which enables quantification of cellular pressure, viscoelastic moduli, and
deformability, stiffness, and geometric behavior [129, 139]. Combining micropipette
aspiration with other techniques allows the study of cell volume, for example [140]. I am
presenting background information on this technique in this chapter because it has a role
in my educational work.
In the process of micropipette aspiration, the cellular membrane deforms in
response to an application of a small amount of negative pressure via a micropipette on
the surface of the single living cell. The cellular membrane deformation is measured by
tracking the protruding deformation of the cell into the micropipette (Figure 4.) [139].
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Figure 4. Stages of Micropipette Aspiration.
4. (a) – (e) An original schematic illustration of a single cell (solid green) being sucked into a
pipette (gray) during the process of micropipette aspiration. The dotted lines represent the
boundary of the cell once it is aspirated into the pipette. (a) the cell is touching the micropipette
before aspiration begins. (b) The cell protrudes into the pipette as the aspiration process begins (c)
The protrusion of the cell into the pipette at this point is equal to the diameter of the pipette and
creates a hemispherical dome. (d) The cell is further aspirated into the pipette. (e) The entirety of
the cell body has been aspirated into the pipette.

Applying our consideration of forces to the case of micropipette aspiration, we
see that force F2 is decreased. Thus in order for the forces to remain balanced,
components of F3 and F4 must increase in the F2 direction. If the surface tension of the
cell remains constant, then F3 and F4 must rotate towards F2. The rotating of F3 and F4
results in an increased curvature of the surface of the cell, which can also be expressed as
a decrease in the radius. Coating the micropipette walls enables a minimization of
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adhesion of the cell membrane to the walls thus minimizing any extraneous, interfering
forces.

2.4.1 Laplace Pressure relates pressure to radius and surface tension.

In addition to understanding pressure differentials, we can also examine the
relationship between pressure, surface tension, and radius. Considering the balance of
forces acting on a given interface, one can obtain the Laplace pressure, determined from
the Young-Laplace Equation [141, 142]. This describes the pressure difference (ΔP)
between two substances as being equal to a uniform surface tension (γ) at the interface
times the local mean curvature of the interface. R1 and R2 being the principal radii of
curvature:
𝛥𝑃 = 𝛾

1
1
+
𝑅( 𝑅*

For the case of a perfect sphere, R1 = R2 = R, therefore:
𝛥𝑃 = 2𝛾

1
𝑅

In a review article, Laplace pressure is applied to the cell-micropipette system to
which the research method of micropipette aspiration is being applied [129]. During the
process, the external pressure is decreased via a micropipette suction system, whereby the
inward force on the cell at a particular area in contact with the pipette is decreased. The
result is a protrusion of the cell into the micropipette creating an area of increased
curvature.
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Figure 5. Laplace Pressure in Micropipette Aspiration.
A schematic illustration of a moment during the process of micropipette aspiration. A single cell
(shaded solid green region) is being sucked into a pipette (shaded gray region). The dotted lines
represent the boundary of the cell once aspirated into the pipette. The protrusion of the cell into
the pipette at this point is equal to the diameter of the pipette and creates a hemispherical dome.
The illustration includes the following labels: Pc - pressure inside of the cell; Pp - pressure inside
of the pipette; PL - fluidic pressure; Rc - radius of the cell; Rp - radius of the micropipette; and Lp extension of the cell into the micropipette.

Referring to the figure and considering the pressure difference between the cell
(Pc) and the surrounding fluid (PL) in the general case, we obtain:
𝑃, − 𝑃. = 2𝛾

1
𝑅,

Considering the pressure difference between the cell (Pc) and the pipette (Pp) in
the general case, we obtain:
𝑃, − 𝑃/ = 2𝛾
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1
𝐿/

Hochmuth et al [129] describe that as the cell is sucked into the micropipette from
its initial state, the increased curvature will lead to the formation of a hemisphere. The
hemispherical shape will exist when the ratio of the extension of the cell into the
micropipette (Lp) and the radius of the micropipette (Rp) is equal to one.
when

𝐿/
= 1,
𝑅/

𝑃/ − 𝑃. = ∆𝑃 = 2𝛾

1
1
−
𝑅/ 𝑅,

If the pressures in the liquid and pipette are known, the above can be used to
determine the cortical tension by rearranging the above equation:
𝛾 = ∆𝑃

𝑅/ − 𝑅,
2

This equation allows us to compute cortical tension. Knowing the surface tension
allows one to infer the pressure inside of the cell, which does not appear in this equation
and may not be known. Examples of the size of changes in detectable parameters include
+/-25 nm changes in membrane displacement and pressure changes as small as 0.1-0.2
pN/µm2 [129]. Knowing these cellular parameters gives insight into biological
components such as molecular motors, bleb growth and nucleus dynamics [143].
Additionally, the application of the Laplace pressure to the cell-micropipette parameters
examined during micropipette aspiration provides an excellent opportunity for the
designing of a research-based biophysics problem set, as shown in the second part of this
dissertation.
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2.5 Dual-cell interface examination reveals pressure difference.

After considering the cell-micropipette system, we now consider a slightly more
complex biological system. In this section, I describe a two-cell system. The system
includes two approximately spherical cells of the same type that are touching and
suspended in medium. An examination of the interface of these two cells yields insight
as to the internal pressures of the cells relative to each other and to the environment.
Recall from the prior discussion that if there is curvature in the boundary, then
there must be a pressure difference on the alternate sides of the boundary. If the two cells
in physical contact maintain identical pressures, there will be no curvature in the region
of their touching membranes. It will be a straight line. This scenario (Figure 6) shows
two similar cells modeled as a fluidic substance surrounded by an elastic cortical shell.
Taking a cross-sectional slice of the two cells suspended in solution, we can consider the
interface between the two cells and their environment. We determine that from the
aforementioned equations regarding Laplace pressure in our simplified model that the
two cells in Figure 6 (a) have identical internal pressures.
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Figure 6. Modeling Two Cells.
6. (a) – (c). A schematic illustration of a given cross-sectional slice of two spherical biological
cells of unspecified but similar type. (a). The cross-sectional slice of two cells of equal internal
pressure with a planar interface. (b). The cross-sectional slice of two cells with slightly different
internal pressures and an interface that protrudes in the direction of the cell of lesser pressure (the
green cell). (c). The cross-sectional slice of two cells with much different internal pressures and
an interface that protrudes in the direction of the cell of lesser pressure (green) so much so that the
cell of greater pressure (blue) is able to maintain a spherical shape.

Alternatively, when the two touching cells do not maintain similar pressures, the
cellular interface will arc towards the direction of lesser pressure, protruding into the cell
of lesser internal pressure as is illustrated in Figure 6 (b).
Finally, we consider a third case in which the cell with the greater pressure, as
illustrated in Figure 6 (c) maintains a spherical shape, illustrated by a circular crosssectional slice. In this case, the internal pressure of the cell of lesser pressure is
approximately similar to the pressure of the surrounding liquid, relative to the internal
pressure of the cell of greater pressure.
Knowledge of the mechanics and formations of adjacent cells due to their internal
pressure differences and the interplay of external forces among groups of cells provides a
groundwork for studying cell migration and the involved signaling pathways.
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2.5.1 Visual observation of circular shape yields insight into cell division.
In addition to computation methods, visual examination can yield information
regarding cell behavior. Two such behaviors presented in this section are cell division
and cell-cell adhesion.
For example, Figure 7 shows the boundaries of cells in the pLLp. Except for two
of the cells, the cells in the image have irregular, non-circular shapes. The two circular
cells are located in the back-end, upper-middle region of the pLLp and in the front-end,
bottom region on the perimeter.
Hypotheses about the biological behavior of these cells can be formed through
observation of their shapes. One hypothesis is that both of these cells are undergoing cell
division. Since this is the first frame of a multi-frame time-lapse, the hypothesis can
easily be confirmed. The time-lapse shows the front cell dividing in frame 13, and then
both daughter cells return to an irregular shape. The back cell divides and the daughter
cells return to an irregular shape in frame 68. In addition to observation of the biological
behavior, we can also consider the principles of physics.

Figure 7. Confocal Image Slice Showing Migrating pLLp.
This figure shows a horizontal confocal slice of the pLLp in a control embryo. The green outlines
in the image are cell membranes. There are approximately 90 cells in the image. The scale bar is
10 µm.
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From physics we know that forces are involved in all physical scenarios. A
biological scenario is a physical scenario; therefore, forces are involved. Pressure is the
term that describes a force over a given area and plays a role in this scenario—in
determining cell shape. In terms of the role that pressure plays in determining the shape
of a dividing cell biologically, prior work has shown that the dividing cells are under high
pressure [144]. This is consistent our observation of the boundary of the dividing cell.

2.5.2 Cell-cell junctions may also influence shape during cell division.

One hypothesis is that cell-cell junctions also contribute to the shape. As the cell
is going to divide it could release cell-cell junctions with its neighbors, thus pulling away
during cell division. Applying the principles of physics means—in the simplest model of
a cell—that a cell would have to be at least partially attached to its neighbors because if
the other cells were detached, the cell-cell junctions would be orthogonal, neglecting
internal biological structures. Such shapes are not observed in the cells surrounding the
dividing cells. Whether this is due to biological structures prohibiting the deformation or
to partially released cell-cell junctions is an open question.
Cells under a known higher pressure without interference from being
mechanically coupled from other cells, would display a circular shape. When cells are
mechanically coupled, however, they also influence each other through specific cell-cell
adhesion proteins. These include N-Cadherin, E-Cadherin, EpCAM, and Z0-1 and
influence cell behavior in zebrafish development [18, 145, 154–156, 146–153].
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2.5.3 Visual examination of cell boundary intersections may yield insight into changes in
cellular functioning.

In addition to visual examination enabling the predictive nature of cell shape for
future cellular behavior, the intersections of the cell membrane boundaries where
multiple cells are in contact can yield insight into cellular functioning. Since there are a
number of cells in the migrating pLLp, there are ample cell intersections throughout the
collective group of cells.
Visual examination of these intersections allows the identification of
perpendicular intersections where four cells are in contact, each single cell touching the
other three in the juncture, termed a quadrijunction. An example of this type of
intersection in a soap film, an inanimate non-biological system, is shown in the bottom
left of Figure 8 [41].
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Lee and Losert 2005
Figure 8. Junctions in a Nonliving System.
From Lee 2005 [41]. Used with permission. Each of the four images illustrates a different type of
juncture. The top left shows four trijunctions. The top right also shows four trijunctions. The
bottom left is one quadrijunction. The bottom right shows two trijunctions.

In the soap film, it is very common to observe trijunctions throughout the
environment. It is very rare, in contrast, to observe quadrijunctions. In the soap film
scenario, these junctions can only occur when there is a perpendicular intersection of
equal pressures. Figure 9 illustrates the time that is spent both in and out of the
quaridjunction.
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Lee 2005
Figure 9. Rarity of Quadrijunctions in Nonliving Systems.
From Lee 2005 [41]. Used with permission. This graph shows the distance that a trijunction is
away from a quadrijunction location versus the time spent at each location. From this graph we
observe that the majority of the time is spent out of the quadrijunction formation, illustrating the
rarity of the event.

If these biological cells were modeled as merely nonliving membranes with no
internal structures with no biological functioning, we would expect to observe no change
in the number of quadrijunctures across the various conditions. What we observe,
however, is that there is indeed a change in the quantity of these junctures. Therefore,
when interpreting the observations, it is recognized that modeling these cells as nonliving
membranes would not suffice. We consider biological parameters such as the cell cortex,
actin filaments, and cell-cell adhesions in our biological interpretation of the results.
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2.6 Cell signaling is critical for collective cell migration.

In addition to mechanical components between cells, there are also chemical
components. As cells move collectively, whether it be in cancer metastasis, immune
response, or morphogenesis, they communicate with each other through chemical signals
which guide their behavior [5–8, 11–16]. Migrating cells respond to both environmental
cues and cell-cell signaling [9, 13, 18, 20, 25, 157]. Cells also have specific cell-cell
adhesions that physically link two cells together [158–160].

2.6.1 Cell signaling is prevalent in zebrafish lateral line development.

Paracrine signaling is a type of cell-cell signaling which operates over short
distances and functions when a ligand (a particular signaling molecule) binds to a
particular receptor (the location which accepts the ligand) on the cell surface [14, 20, 24].
For example, a Wnt ligand would bind to a Wnt receptor on the cell surface, triggering a
cascade of events inside of the cell. (In this work, I do not focus on the internal cascade
of events, only the communication between the cells.) This type of signaling is critical for
the successful migration of the pLLp. While a number of signals are prevalent in the
pLLp, this study focuses on the role of Wnt, Fibroblast Growth Factor (Fgf), and Bone
Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signals.
These three signals, Fgf, Wnt, and BMP, are all conserved in the animal kingdom
[20]. Much of the prior work regarding the coordination of cell fate, morphology and
migration in the pLLp focuses on the role of Wnt signaling and Fgf signaling [18, 25]. It
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is well-established through this prior work that both Fgf and Wnt signaling guide the
migratory behavior of the migrating pLLp [18, 25].
The pLLp can be characterized into two zones: the front (leading domain) and the
back (trailing domain)[25]. The cells in the leading domain—where Wnt signaling is
active—display different characteristics than the trailing domain. The cells in the leading
domain are more mesenchymal in nature (flat and unformed) and the cells in the trailing
domain are more epithelial in nature [25]. In the trailing domain, rosettes are being
formed and Fgf signaling is active. In short, Wnt signaling operates in the leading
domain and Fgf signaling operates in the trailing domain (Figure 10).

Fgf

Wnt

Dalle Nogare (unpublished)
Figure 10. Fgf and Wnt Signaling Domains
From Dalle Nogare (unpublished). Used with permission. Composite image shows an example
confocal slice of a pLLp during migration. Light regions indicate cell membranes. Color overlays
indicate regions in which Fgf signaling and Wnt signaling are active. The active region for Fgf
signaling is shown in blue in the trailing domain, and the active region for Wnt signaling is in
orange in the leading domain.

Before the dual signals are present in the pLLp, only Wnt signaling is present.
Beginning at approximately 18 hpf, Wnt signaling is expressed throughout the entire
pLLp. The mechanism by which this occurs is an area active of research. By
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approximately 24 hpf when the pLLp begins its migration, the known signaling pattern of
Wnt in the leading domain and Fgf in the trailing domain is present [161, 162].
Wnt signaling is activated in a cell when the ligand Wnt10a binds to its receptor
on the cell’s surface [163, 164]. Wnt signaling, which is active over the entire pLLp,
becomes restricted to the leading domain as Fgf signaling begins to be established in the
trailing domain. In the leading domain, the cells that have Wnt signaling activity produce
two Fgf ligands, Fgf3 and Fgf10a [25]. These same cells also express Fgf inhibitors, like
Sef1 and Dusp6, which inhibit the activity of the Fgf receptor in the leading domain,
ensuring that the leading domain is only responding to Wnt signals [165].

Dalle Nogare 2017
Figure 10. Wnt and Fgf Signaling in Neuromast Deposition.
Dalle Nogare 2017 [25]. Used with permission. Schematic showing generalized regions of
operation of the signals in the pLLp. The active Wnt signaling region is shown in yellow and
active Fgf signaling region is shown in blue. The arrow below the schematic shows the direction
of migration, with Wnt signaling being in the leading cells and Fgf signaling being in the trailing
cells. Deposited neuromasts are also shown in blue and interneuromast cells are outlined in gray
Neuromast are described in this work.

Fgf ligands secreted by Wnt actives Fgf signaling in the trailing domain where
Fgf receptors are expressed. These ligands bind to Fgfr1 and activate Fgf signaling.
Once Fgf signaling is activated, it triggers the expression of a secreted Wnt inhibitor, thus
making Wnt and Fgf signaling mutually inhibitory. Once Fgf signaling is established, it
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plays a role in the formation and maintenance of rosettes. In contrast, the cells in the
leading domain can be described as mesenchymal in nature and do not form rosettes
(Figure 11).

2.6.2. Why investigate BMP?

BMP signaling has a less-established role in pLLp migration. As a signal, its role
is to transmit information between cells, and it is present in multi-cellular organisms
throughout the animal kingdom [166, 167]. BMP signaling was discovered for its role in
bone and cartilage formation [167–172]. It is also known to play a critical role in other
processes such as cell growth, cell apoptosis, and cell differentiation during
embryogenesis; and fracture healing, joint integrity, and vascular remodeling as part of
adult tissue maintenance [171–178]. Additionally, prior literature shows that BMP also
plays a role in collective cell migration in embryonic chick development and mouse
muscle formation [179–181].
Since BMP has been shown to have a role in collective cell migration in other
scenarios, two questions naturally arise. The first is if BMP signaling has a role in the
collective cell migration of the pLLp. The second is if it does, can we identify in what
locations of the pLLp it is active.
Prior inhibitors were unsuccessful in targeting BMP and therefore, until recently,
such questions could not be answered. Fortunately, a new chemical inhibitor of BMP
was recently developed. This inhibitor, K02288, has a high specificity for BMP type I
receptors and allowed us to examine the role of BMP in the pLLp [182].
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2.7 Inhibitors can disrupt cell contraction and communication in cell
signaling.

This work uses the inhibitors SU5402 (an Fgf inhibitor), K02288 (a BMP
inhibitor), and Blebbistatin (a non-muscle myosin II inhibitor) to disrupt either
intercellular communication or cellular contraction as described below. The controls
were kept in the same amounts of DMSO. The embryo preparation and imaging used for
this work were done by my colleagues in the Chitnis lab.

2.7.1 SU5402 inhibits Fgf signaling.

As discussed earlier, Fgf signaling is known to play a vital role in pLLp migration
and is responsible for playing an active role in enabling communication between cells
during cell motility in multi-cellular organisms. SU5402 is a chemical inhibitor which
blocks the functioning of the Fgf receptor on the cell surface and thus prevents cells from
responding to Fgf ligands [183]. This inhibitor, SU5402, is added to the medium in
which zebrafish embryos are housed. In other studies, concentrations of this inhibitor
range from 5 µM to 60 µM [184–186]. In our work, we used 5 µM SU5402, the lowest
effective dose.
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2.7.2 K02288 interrupts BMP Signaling.

K02288 is a recently-developed, highly-selective small molecule inhibitor of the
BMP receptor kinase ALK-2 (ACVR1) [171, 172, 182, 187]. While much is known
about the mechanisms of BMP signaling pathway, this work focuses on its role in pLLp
migration. We used two concentrations of K02288: 10 µM and 15 µM. There has been
limited work using K02288 in zebrafish, but what has been done used concentrations in
the 10-20 µM range and noted that 40 µM resulted in unusable data [188, 189].

2.7.3 Blebbistatin disrupts a cell’s contractility.

Cells are known to move via a multi-step process that includes protrusions,
adhesions, and contractions [190, 191]. Non-muscle myosin II is a molecular motor
inside of a cell that plays a role in cellular contraction, one of the key component of cell
migration [192]. Blebbistatin is a chemical that inhibits the functioning of non-muscle
myosin II. Since non-muscle myosin II is responsible for producing cellular contraction,
the introduction of blebbistatin inhibits the contractile forces in the cell [193–195].
While it is known that the contractile forces in the cell are impacted, it is not known how
the aspects of collective cell behavior such as pLLp migration are affected. This study
seeks to identify how the behavior is altered in a quantifiable way. In this work we used
12.5 µM of blebbistatin. Other studies have shown effectiveness from 5 - 10 µM but
used up to 50 µM [196, 197].
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There have been some concerns regarding the phototoxicity and photoinactivation
of Blebbistain after exposure to blue light [198, 199]. For our experiment, we used a
significantly lower concentration and with significantly less time duration and intensity
of light than that which has been shown to interfere.

2.8 Increasing knowledge is important both in research and in an education.

The first part of this thesis focuses on experimental biophysics, research done at
the intersection of physics and biology. The generic aim of research is to increase
knowledge and understanding of the world around us. In the case of collective cell
migration in this work, I started with a set amount of knowledge of the given biological
system. I then used physics tools and concepts to increase our understanding of the
system. Finally, I will discuss how the results from using these tools will yield additional
insight into this biological system, increasing our understanding of biology (Chapter 3).
In short, research starts with a base level of understanding that is expanded
through the application of tools, principles, and concepts to reach a higher level of
understanding. This operating practice for researchers in a laboratory also applies to
students in a classroom in that we use tools to increase knowledge. In the second part of
this thesis, I bring in a third field, education. Here I provide background for this second
part, focusing on biophysics education research.
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2.9 The field of Physics Education Research (PER) studies student learning
in relationship to physics.

Typically housed within physics departments, researchers in the field of Physics
Education Research (PER) study the aspects of student learning in the physics classroom.
There is typically a wide variety of students who take University-level physics courses,
such as physics, engineers, other science, health, and education majors among students
from other disciplines across a given institution.
Some institutions such as the University of Maryland, College Park (UMD), offer
courses specifically tailored to students from the given disciplines. One such example is
a two-semester course sequence at UMD, the Introductory Physics Course for the Life
Sciences (IPLS), designed specifically for life science and pre-health majors.

2.9.1 The medical and biological research communities issued calls for undergraduate
education reform.

Over the past years, there have been a number of calls for undergraduate life
science education reform from the professional medical and life science communities to
reform the undergraduate biological science curriculum. These professionals felt like
their undergraduate education insufficiently prepared them for their careers and was out
of touch with the evolving world and current problems of the 21st century. A number of
calls went out and were published in places such as the AAAS/NSF Vision and Change
Report, the HHMI and the Association of American Medical Colleges’ Scientific
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Foundations for Future Physicians Report, and Bio2010: Transforming Undergraduate
Education for Future Research Biologists among a number of national reports and
publications [42, 43, 52–61, 44, 62, 63, 45–51]. There existed a mismatch between the
undergraduate science curriculum and needs of professionals—both in content and in
pedagogy.
In addition to these published documents, individuals also called on their
colleagues to make a change. One such notable event occurred during a session at the
2010 AAAS meeting in which the recommendations made in the Vision and Change
Report were being discussed. The co-chair of the session and first author of the Vision
and Change Report, Dr. Carol Brewer, gave the following charge to the community:

“We all have work ahead of us to ensure that the transformations we make in
undergraduate biology classrooms around the country reflect the biology we do
in the twenty-first century. I am confident our community is up to the challenge.
Because, after all, if not now, when? And if not us, then who?” [46]

The pressing call is for the need to completely revolutionize the undergraduate
education system for life sciences students as we know it. This is the background that
describes the indisputable need to respond to the urgent call for reform.

2.9.2 The National Experiment in Undergraduate Science Education was the response.
The response to these increasingly active calls came from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI) and the National Science Foundation (NSF). Following the
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recommendations in these reports, they established the National Experiment in
Undergraduate Science Education (NEXUS) Project in 2010. NEXUS was a successful
multi-university multi-disciplinary project with the goal of achieving science and math
course reform in biology education [65, 66, 78–87, 70, 88–97, 71, 98, 72–77].
The aim of the NEXUS project is to reform undergraduate science education for
biological science students. This reform is accomplished through the redesign,
development, and assessment of new interdisciplinary content and courses that more
appropriately reflect the dynamic, interdisciplinary nature of modern-day scientific
research and science-based medical practice.
The institutions involved in this project include researchers at Purdue University
who focus on “integrating biology and chemistry”; the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County who focus on “infusing math into biology”; the University of Maryland, College
Park who focus on “teaching the physics of life”; and the University of Miami, who
focuses on “using case studies to integrate scientific disciplines”. Three distinct
overseeing bodies coordinated the activities of each of the different institutions; they are
the executive steering committee, the global assessment committee, and the advisory
board.

2.9.3 Introductory Physics for the Life Sciences is UMD’s component of the NEXUS
project.

Having the “teaching the physics component” of the NEXUS project, (NEXUSPhysics), the Physics Education Research Group (PERG) at UMD introduced a reformed
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Introductory Physics for the Life Sciences (IPLS) course in 2011. This interdisciplinary
course developed a curriculum based on solid educational research that not only responds
to the prior calls for reform but also increases the value which students place on
interdisciplinarity and enhances their ability to transfer knowledge across disciplinary
boundaries [79, 88].
This curriculum is a two-semester sequence with the two courses titled Physics
131 Fundamentals of Physics for Life Sciences I (PHYS131) and Physics 132
Fundamentals of Physics for Life Sciences II (PHYS132). The course content includes
attention to atoms, molecules, and chemical energy, the thermodynamics of entropy and
free energy, and has a statistical physics viewpoint [89, 90]. Reformed laboratories also
reflect the process of science and the course content [91].
Additionally, the lectures are in a “flipped” formation with highly interactive
components including ample group work in the main recitation and readings conducted
prior to class. The course components specifically focus on student-centered learning,
active learning, small group discussion, large group discussion, and interdisciplinary
reasoning.
Additional work stemming from this project has been done on students’ reasoning
and the educator’s positioning of the scientific domains [83, 200]. Results from other
continued work demonstrated that upon viewing physics as being authentic and relevant
to the life sciences, life science students shift in their identification with, affect towards,
and ways of knowing physics [97]. While this course pursues the incorporation of
authentic biological examples, more work is needed.
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This dissertation discusses not only the role physics plays in determining cell
biomechanics and results from experimental biophysics research (Chapter 3) but also the
formation, content, and deployment (Chapters 4, 5, and 6 respectively) of a biologicallyauthentic, research-based problem set and the influence of the course educator (Chapter
7) in an IPLS setting.
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Chapter III: The Effects of BMP Signal Inhibition in the Posterior
Lateral Line Primordium Migration in Zebrafish

In this chapter I present ways in which the principles of physics can be applied to
a select living biological system, the posterior Lateral Line primordium (pLLp) in
zebrafish, to gain insight into the biological functioning of the system. This work was
carried out in collaboration with Dr. Ajay Chitnis’s biological research group at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD).

3.1 Introduction

Collective cell migration, the migration of a group of cells as a single entity, is a
hallmark of processes such as development, wound healing, and cancer metastasis [3-17].
The posterior lateral line primordium (pLLp) in danio rerio (zebrafish) presents a model
to study collective cell migration (as introduced in Chapter 2). It is a group of
approximately 140 cells which originate from a specific region in the head of the
embryonic zebrafish (the epithelial placodes). The pLLp begins its migration around 22
hpf (hours post fertilization) and migrates along a well-defined track (the horizontal
myoseptum), depositing neuromasts at regular intervals. After deposition, these
neuromasts mature to form the lateral line sensory system, which plays a role in detecting
water currents and prey, and enables collective swimming (schooling). The cell cohort in
the pLLp has a coordinated migration pattern with cell-cell communication happening at
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multiple levels involving the interplay of several signaling pathways. A few of these
signaling pathways, namely Wnt, Fgf, Notch, and chemokine signaling, have been
studied extensively.
The process of pLLp migration is initiated when the Wnt signaling is expressed
over the entirety of the primordium. (The triggering of this expression is a question of
active research.) Wnt signaling expresses both Wnt ligands and Fgf ligands—fgf3 and
fgf10. These ligands, however, cannot activate Fgf signaling in the leading domain,
because the Wnt signaling pathway also leads to the expression of sef1 and dusp6, which
inhibit the expression of the Fgf receptor. As development progresses over time, Fgf
receptors begin to express in the trailing domain. Thus, Fgf3 and fgf10, which are
secreted in the leading domain and diffuse to the trailing domain, activate Fgf signaling
in the trailing domain. Fgf signaling leads to expression of dkk1b, which inhibits Wnt
signaling in the trailing domain, making these two signaling systems mutually inhibitory.
Chemokines also play an important role in pLLp migration. In particular, the
ligand cxcl12a (sdf1a) is expressed in a band of cells along the horizontal myoseptum,
and its receptors cxcr4b and cxcr7b are expressed in the leading and trailing domains,
respectively. Cxcr4b and cxcr7b bind to the ligand at varying affinities and create a
gradient across the embryo across which the pLLp migrates.
The focus of this study is a signaling protein that has only recently been
implicated in the control of pLLP migration: BMP (Bone Morphogenetic Protein). BMP
is a protein based signaling process by which bone and cartilage are formed. In addition
to performing these functions, bone morphogenetic proteins are a group of versatile
morphogens that play roles ranging from influencing cell morphology to determining the
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Dorsal-Ventral (DV) patterning of the embryo. Recent unpublished studies by my
collaborators, the Chitnis lab, have now implicated BMP also in pLLp migration. The
Chitnis group found that BMP ligands bmp2b, bmp4 and bmp5 are expressed in the
leading domain of the primordium and that they are regulated by both Wnt and Fgf
signaling (Chitnis Lab, unpublished).
One limitation we had while studying BMP signaling is in regards to studying the
loss of function. Since BMP signals are involved in DV patterning, when the ligands are
knocked, the embryos are dorsalized, and therefore we were not able to study its effects
on the primordium. We resorted to using K02288, a drug which effectively and
selectively inhibits BMP signaling. This drug inhibits the BMP Type I receptor.
In addition to K02288, we used additional drugs to manipulate other signaling
systems in the pLLp. These drugs include SU5402 and Blebbistatin. SU5402 is an
inhibitor of the Fgf receptor; when the receptor is inhibited, it cannot activate Fgf
signaling. Epithelial cells assemble into neuromasts in the pLLp, apical constriction of
epithelial cells to form neuromasts requires activated Non-muscle Myosin II (NM II).
Blebbistatin inhibits NM II and results in disassembly of the neuromasts and stalling of
migration.
The migration of the primordium is affected at different levels and intensities with
various drug which target these signaling systems. When we treat the embryos with
SU5402 and Blebbistatin, the neuromasts disassemble and the primordium stop migration
altogether and there is no further deposition of neuromasts. When embryos are treated
with K02288, migration of primordium slows down, but then it completes migration and
deposits neuromasts at close intervals.
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All the drugs affected signaling pathways and migration to varying degrees. To
understand the differences between them, I carried out PIV analysis as explained in detail
below. Using PIV to investigate this biological system enables a detailed, numerical
examination of the distinctions among migratory behaviors. This analysis shows that
disruption of BMP signaling reduces migratory coordination between the cells,
particularly amongst the leading cells, both slowing migratory speed and altering
directionality. Biologically, this points to the leading domain as the region responding to
BMP signaling during migration.

3.2 Methods

At a high-level, the particular cell signaling of Fgf, BMP, and Wnt may influence
the physical parameters of the cellular system. Our research methods combine normal
biological practices for zebrafish with a modified software tool that is frequently used in
fluid mechanics. This combination enables us to apply the principles of physics to the
biological system to gain insight into the system regarding cellular dynamics with the aim
of discovering how those parameters are linked to the cell’s functioning.

3.2.1 Time-Lapse imaging of zebrafish via confocal microscopy.

Zebrafish were maintained under standard conditions in an aquatic facility of
National Institutes of Health. Embryos were staged according to Kimmel et al. [118].
The fish line Tg[cldnb:lynGFP] [119] was used for all of the experiments.
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For time-lapse acquisition, embryos were anesthetized at ~26hpf, after L1
deposition in 600 µM Tricaine (Sigma) and mounted in 0.8% low melting agarose
(Nusieve GTG, Lonza) with the drug, in glass bottom chamber slides (Nunc). Egg water
having the same amount of drug is added over the embryos to prevent drying of the
agarose. Embryos for the conditions were treated with either 12.5 µM blebbistatin, 5 µM
SU5402 (Tocris), 10 µM of K02288 (Tocris), or 15 µM of K02288 (Tocris). The
controls were treated with DMSO.
Movies were acquired at frame intervals of 10 seconds using an inverted Leica
SP5 confocal microscope with a 40X lens for the duration of the imaging time. Both the
fluorescent and the differential interference contrast (DIC) channels were captured and
used for analysis.

3.2.2 ImageJ and MATLAB® were used for image processing.

In preparation for the computational analysis, Image J [201] was used for initial
processing of the time-lapse images. The images were imported into ImageJ using the
Bio-Formats Importer. The channels were split upon import. (Figure 12 (a), Figure 12
(c)) The DIC channel was not altered.
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Figure 11. PIV Methodology Visualization
A dual text and image-based flow chart of software method. This flow chart uses text to describe
the steps associated with each step of the process. (a) The Original Difference Interference
Contrast (DIC) channel was one of two channels captured during imaging. (b) A custom software
script written in MATLAB that implements Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was applied to the
full original DIC channel. The colored boxes illustrate various speeds, and the velocity vectors are
overlaid on the colored boxes. (c) The fluorescent channel images show GFP tag in the cell
membranes. They were separated from the DIC channel during import into ImageJ. (d) A mask
was created in ImageJ using the fluorescent channel to color the pLLp white and the background
black, creating a mask. (e) The mask was overlaid onto the unfiltered PIV to select only the
regions of collective cell migration in the frame. Only the velocity vectors associated with the
region of interest remain and are included in the Matlab analysis.

The fluorescent channel was modified in such as way so that the pLLp was white
and the background was black. This was accomplished by utilizing Huang [202] image
thresholding then running a custom macro to remove outliers and fill holes. This resulted
in a binary image with white regions where the pLLp is located on black background.
The tiff image sequence was then saved and used as the mask for PIV. These black and
white images served as a mask for the DIC channel images. (Figure 12 (d)) We created
this mask so that only selected the region of interest in the frame, which is the migrating
cells, could be analyzed. This process enabled the background to be excluded from the
analysis (Figure 12 (e)).
For the analysis, a mask was created in ImageJ then utilized in MATLAB [35] to
select the migrating cells of interest. In MATLAB, we used a technique traditionally
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used in fluid mechanics called Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to conduct our analysis
[36, 37]. This yielded vector flow fields for our region of interest, thus enabling analysis
of directionality and speed during pLLp migration [11]. This process is visualized for an
entire embryo (Figure 13).
In Matlab, PIV analysis was performed by means of using a custom script and the
MatPIV MATLAB toolbox [37]. There are multiple parameters that can be manipulated
to find the ideal set for analysis. Two of these parameters are the interrogation window
size and the time between frames. To find the ideal window size, multiple box sizes were
tested, including 8 x 8 pixel (1.78 µm x 1.78 µm), 16 x 16 pixel (3.57 µm x 3.57 µm), 32
x 32 pixel (7.13 µm x 7.13 µm), and 64 x 64 pixel (14.27 µm x 14.27 µm). An
examination of two quality checks revealed that the 32 x 32 pixel window (7.13 µm x
7.13 µm) produced the highest quality. It is notable that of the box sizes, 7.13 µm is the
closest to the diameter of a single cell.
In addition to tuning the pixel window size, we also adjusted the time frame of
analysis. The image sequence was captured at 10 seconds between frames. The times of
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 seconds between frames were examined and
revealed that 20 seconds between frames yielded the highest quality.
The images sequences were then analyzed with a 32 x 32 pixel window (7.13 µm
x 7.13 µm) and 20 seconds between frames for the final analysis.
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Figure 12. Components of PIV Visualization
Full frame visualization of analytical processes for a select single pLLp in a control embryo (a).
Sample frame from the fluorescent channel depicting fluorescent cells in the pLLp. Scale bar is
10 µm. (b). Companion sample frame from the DIC channel (c). Assignment of velocity vectors
to entire frame from PIV analysis (d). Selected region of interest generated from fluorescent
channel mask.

In addition to comparing overall trends in migration, it is also useful to examine
trends in migration based on location in the primordium, which allows the comparison of
the leading region to the trailing region. To analyze trends based on location in the
primordium, we established a moving reference frame. In this case, a moving reference
frame means that instead of the origin (point 0,0) always being at the left, bottom corner,
as it was with the prior graphs, it moves as the pLLp migrates. While the pLLp migrates
along, the origin is always at the centermost vertical point of the leading edge. The origin
moves to a new location in every frame, corresponding to the new location of the leading
edge. The reference frame moves, tracking the pLLp as it migrates along, which enables
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us to compare regions in the pLLp. Figure 14 identifies the location of the origin at three
time points in an example image sequence.

Figure 13. Moving Reference Frame Identification Marker.
An example mask and accompanying pLLp is shown at a distinct time point. The mask was
created from the fluorescence channel and is binary black and white. The horizontal blue line in
the mask is the centermost position of the pLLp. The vertical blue line is at the point of the
leading edge. The intersection of these two blue lines is the origin. The DIC channel image is
shown as a high-contrast image for visualization purposes. The green dot overlay identifies the
location of the origin in the image.

The observations of cell junctions through visual examination can be made both
in soap film, as is shown in the literature, and in the cells of the pLLp, as shown in this
work. Figure 15 is a single confocal slice of a migrating pLLp from the control
condition. There are a number of quadrijunctions in this frame, and a select juncture is
highlighted and enlarged for illustrative purposes. Similar to shape of the soap film
quadrijunction (Chapter 2), we observe the intersection of four cells comprising the
intersection.
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Figure 14. Quadrijunction in the pLLp.
A single confocal slice of a pLLp in migration. Zoomed in region is of a quadrijunction. Scale
bar is 10 µm.

I selected movies (n=5) for each condition: control, 12.5 µM of blebbistatin, a
non-muscle myosin II inhibitor (n=5); 10 µM of K02288, a BMP signal inhibitor (n=5);
15 µM of K02288 (n=5); and SU5402 (n=5), an Fgf signal inhibitor. In each movie, six
frames were analyzed: three early frames at t = 0, 50, and 100 seconds and three latter
frames at t = 500, 550, and 600 seconds. The quadrijunctions were manually identified
through visual examination and selection of locations with intersections containing angles
greater than π/4 radians.

3.3 Results

The aim of this investigation was to understand how inhibiting the BMP signaling
pathway affects the migratory behavior of the pLLp. In addition to the insight gained
through visual examination, the incorporation of the analytical tools of physics into this
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traditionally biological scenario enables a more detailed, quantitative characterization of
how the collective cell behavior changes across conditions. Analysis shows that
inhibition of cell contractility, Fgf signaling pathway inhibition, and BMP signaling
pathway inhibition all alter the migratory patterns of the pLLp. Additionally, each of the
conditions showed distinct phenotypes regarding directionality and migratory speed.

3.3.1 BMP, Fgf, and Blebbistatin alter variance in directionality during pLLp migration.

Directionality (variance in direction) is first examined in the pLLp across the
various conditions, as shown in Figure 16. The directionality component of each vector
was obtained from a vector flow field created using PIV. To complete the analysis of
directionality, the number of vectors in each direction of every frame was quantified for
the entirety of the image sequence.
The five conditions are on the horizontal axis. The control condition (n=8)
provides a standard of comparison for the remaining conditions. Embryos treated with:
12.5 µM of blebbistatin (n=5); 10 µM of K02288 (n=8); 15 µM of K02288 (n=8); and
SU5402 (n=8).

The angular spread is on the vertical axis in bins between 0 and sqrt(2). Each trail
has an average angular spread that ranges from approximately 0.4 to 1.2.
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Conditions
Figure 15. Variance in Direction.
The various conditions are on the horizontal axis. The angular spread increases along the vertical
axis. Each black tick is the averaged angular spread for a given trial. The red bar is the averaged
angular spread across all trials. The gray region is the 95% confidence interval for the averaged
angular spread across all trials. NS marks conditions that are not statistically significantly
different.
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Table 1. ANOVA. Lists each of the inhibitors or control and the p-value for each comparison.

Angular Spread Significance
Condition 1
Condition2
p-value
Control
Bleb - 12.5uM
3.41E-01
Control
K02288 - 10uM
1.71E-06
Control
K02288 - 15uM
1.19E-08
Control
SU5402
2.99E-01
Bleb - 12.5uM
K02288 - 10uM
2.74E-08
Bleb - 12.5uM
K02288 - 15uM
9.94E-09
Bleb - 12.5uM
SU5402
4.26E-03
K02288 - 10uM
K02288 - 15uM
6.53E-01
K02288 - 10uM
SU5402
2.46E-04
K02288 - 15uM
SU5402
4.17E-07

This comparison shows that the angular spread is reduced in blebbistatin-inhibited
cells when compared with the control group, though it is not a significant difference.
When Fgf signaling is inhibited, as in done in the SU5402 inhibitor-treated conditions,
there is no significant change in the directionality of the cells in pLLp, similar to that of
the controls.
When BMP signaling is inhibited, however, there is a significant increase in the
angular spread of the cells, though the difference between different amounts of inhibitors
is not significant. This increase in angular spread indicates that the cells in the pLLp are
migrating in a much less directed manner and is our first indication that BMP signaling is
necessary for coordination between the cells in the pLLp.
An alternative method of analysis and visualization is to examine the conditions
in accordance with the quantity of vectors in a given direction (Figure 17). This angle
distribution graph shows the directionality of the different conditions, separated by
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direction bins. The same overall trends shown in the previous graph (Figure 16) are
present, but this visualization provides additional information about the nature of the
differences regarding number of vectors in each direction.
The horizontal axis is the velocity direction. This was obtained from the vector
flow field which can be visualized as an image of little arrows. Each arrow has a length,
which corresponds to the speed of migration and is pointing in a given direction, which is
the directionality.
We set zero along the x-axis, which is the direction of pLLp migration.
Therefore, the arrows pointing along the x-axis are in the direction of migration and have
a spread of 0. Moving in the direction of the positive y-axis in the image corresponds to
moving to the left on the x-axis graph and moving in the negative y direction in the image
corresponds to moving to the right on the x-axis.
The normalized count is on the vertical axis. The count is normalized to be the
relative probability. The sum of the bar heights is less than or equal to 1 via vi=ci/N
where vi is the bin value, ci is the number of elements in the bin, and N is the number of
elements in the input data. Biologically, this relationship suggests that the cells are
aggregately coordinated as they move.
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Figure 16. Count versus Directionality Comparison Graph.
Each line represents the cumulative distribution over the trials for each given condition. The
velocity direction is in radians along the horizontal axis. There are 16 bins along the horizontal
axis. The bin size is π/8. The vertical axis shows the normalized count.

The blebbistatin treated embryos (n=8) had the highest number of vectors whose
directionality along the horizontal axis is ± π/16 (from x=0), illustrating that the most
common direction of migration is in the common direction of migration for each of the
individual trials. A comparison of the control and of blebbistatin-treated cell conditions
shows that blebbistatin-treated cells migrate with increased directionality as compared
with the control, meaning that they migrate in a more direct manner than does the control,
though we know from our ANOVA analysis that this change is not significant.
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As opposed to the primordium cells that have been exposed to blebbistatin, which
displayed an increase in directionality, primordium cells of embryos treated with 10 µM
of K02288, a BMP inhibitor, (n=8) show a decrease in directionality. This is illustrated
in the figure by a larger number of the vectors in directions other than ± π/16 from Θ=0.
These results show that BMP plays a key role in the migration of the pLLp as the cells
are moving in a less directed and less coordinated manner.
The critical role of BMP in pLLp migratory directionality is further confirmed by
our analysis of the behavior of embryonic cells treated with 15 µM of K02288 (n=8). For
these cells, the increased inhibition of the transduction of BMP signals corresponds with
a further increase in the lack in directionality of the migrating cells. These results
confirm that BMP plays a key role in the migration of the pLLp as the cells are moving in
a less directed and less coordinated manner.

3.3.2 Directionality varies along the length of the primordium.

A moving reference frame enables examination of the angular spread for regions
of the pLLp. This analysis yields insight into whether changes in angular spread are
attributed to a global or local phenomenon, that is whether a given perturbation is
affecting the entire pLLp or only a select region. An increased localized angular spread
indicates reduced local coherence in the region of increased spread.
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Figure 17. Angular Spread Versus pLLp Length.
Angular spread versus distance from leading edge comparison. Distance from the leading edge in
microns is on the horizontal axis. The moving reference frame allows for the centermost point of
the front most leading edge to be at the origin through the duration of the time-lapse. The angular
spread is on the vertical axis. The darker line is the trend line, and the shaded region is the
confidence interval.

Examining the control condition for the angular spread as a function of distance
from the leading edge, there is a higher angular spread in the first 20 microns, then a dip,
followed by a steady increase along the pLLp, away from the direction of migration.
This pattern corresponds to visual observations, which are that the leading cells protrude
outward and not necessarily in the direction of migration. The leading cells also switch
places and rearrange themselves as the pLLp migrates. The angular spread increases
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along the pLLp moving towards the trailing domain, where the rosettes are forming. The
cells move into a circular formation in the formation of the rosette, which could
contribute to an increase in the angular spread moving into the region where they are
formed.
By comparison, the uptick in the leading domain is not observed in blebbistatin,
as it is in the control. There could be a number of reasons for this difference. One reason
could be that the frequency of protrusions drops with the contraction inhibition. Another
hypothesis is that the magnitude of the protrusions drops. This is a point of ongoing
investigation. What is known is that the cells in the leading domain move in a more
directed manner.
For the blebbistatin case, there is an also increase in the angular spread moving
into the trailing domain, where the rosettes are forming. There is the characteristic lift in
the back, where the rosettes are forming. Blebbistatin disrupts the formation of rosettes,
and this can be confirmed through visual examination of the movies, yet it could be that
groups of cells are still being deposited, or at least rearranging, as an increase in angular
spread is reflected in the trailing domain.
When comparing BMP signaling inhibited cells to the other conditions, the
angular spread is increased, thus the directionality of the entire pLLp is reduced. There is
not significantly higher spread in the first 20 microns than in the following center region;
instead, there is an increased spread throughout the pLLp for both BMP signaling
inhibited conditions.
For the 10 µM K02288 condition, there is a dip in the trailing domain followed by
an increase in angular spread. This could be due to an organization that may occur as the
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pLLp attempts to form rosettes, followed by the characteristic upward region that is
attributed to neuromast deposition in the control condition.
For the 15 µM K02288 condition, such a trend is not present. For the angular
spread as a function of distance from the leading edge, there is a fairly consistent spread
across the length of the pLLp. This means that the cells are moving in an equally
uncoordinated manner in the various regions of the pLLp. Additionally, this finding
confirms that BMP signaling is critical for collective cell migration in the pLLp.
The inhibition of Fgf signaling follows a similar trend to that of the control but
with disruption in the trailing domain. This could be because if Fgf is inhibited in the
trailing region, as is known to be its active region, then the cells in this zone could take
on characteristics that are more mesenchymal in nature.

3.3.3 Migratory speed varies across conditions.

An examination of the overall mean speed of the various conditions also yields
useful insights (Figure 19). From our vector flow field created using PIV, the speed
component of each vector was obtained. In the figure, the average speed (in µm/min) is
on the vertical axis.
The five conditions are on the horizontal axis: the control condition (n=8),
embryos treated with: 12.5 µM of blebbistatin (n=5); 10 µM of K02288 (n=8); 15 µM of
K02288 (n=8); and 5 µM SU5402 (n=8).
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Conditions
Figure 18. Mean Speed Across Conditions.
The various conditions are on the horizontal axis. The speed in microns per minute increases
along the vertical axis. Each black tick is the averaged angular spread for a given trial. The red
bar is the averaged angular spread. The gray region is the 95% confidence interval. NS marks
conditions that are not statistically significantly different.
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Table 2. Lists each of the inhibitors or control and the p-value for each comparison.

Speed Significance
Condition 1
Condition2
Control
Bleb - 12.5uM
Control
K02288 - 10uM
Control
K02288 - 15uM
Control
SU5402
Bleb - 12.5uM
K02288 - 10uM
Bleb - 12.5uM
K02288 - 15uM
Bleb - 12.5uM
SU5402
K02288 - 10uM
K02288 - 15uM
K02288 - 10uM
SU5402
K02288 - 15uM
SU5402

p-value
9.97E-05
1.89E-08
1.79E-08
6.52E-03
3.27E-03
1.55E-02
1.33E-08
8.49E-01
9.93E-09
9.92E-09

The controls migrate with a given speed, yet the Fgf inhibited embryos, inhibited
with SU5402, have the fastest overall migratory speed. This could be because Fgf
disrupts the formation of rosettes, allowing the cells to move along the direction of
migration.
Blebbistatin-treated embryos moved with a decreased speed. Biologically, this
condition could be because cell contractility is disrupted therefore the cells may have
difficulties contracting, thus migrating. Additionally, one hypothesis is that if the
migratory cells are mechanically couples, disruptions in the contractile motion of one cell
may interfere with the protrusions of another. Though we do not see a disruption in the
coordination between cells, as reflected in angular distribution, the decreased speed does
indicate some difficulties with migration. Such effects of the disruption of contractility
of one cell on the protrusions of the cells to which it is mechanically coupled could be the
focus of future work.
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The BMP inhibited embryos, 10 µM and 15 µM of K02288, are slower than the
SU5402, the control, and the blebbistatin, with the embryos treated with 15 µM K02288
being the slowest condition. This supports the hypothesis that BMP is critical for
collective cell migration in the pLLp.

3.3.4 Speed distribution differs across conditions.

The speed graph (Figure 20) shows the normalized count for the various speeds of
the different conditions, with the control cells serving as the baseline for comparison.
There are the same trends as in the previous graphs, but this visualization provides
additional information. The speeds range from 0 µm/min to 8 µm/min.
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Figure 19. Speed Count for Conditions.
Comparison graph of four conditions. Each line represents the total count over the trials for each
given condition. The speed of migration is in microns per minute (µm/min) along the horizontal
axis. There are 16 bins along the horizontal axis. The bin size is .667 µm/min. The vertical axis
shows the normalized count.

From Figure 20, the SU5402 condition has a number of cells in the 6-8 µm/min
bin, much higher than the highest migratory speeds of virtually all of the other conditions.
The controls have the next fastest migratory speeds followed by the blebbistatin, and
BMP inhibited conditions.
For the control condition, the average speed is around 2 µm/min. The distribution
is due to the individual cells in the migrating pLLp moving at a slower or quicker rate
than the overall rate of migration. Biologically, this behavior makes sense as the cells in
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the pLLp are rearranging themselves during migration to form rosettes and the leading
cells are protruding and retracting throughout the migration.
The Blebbistatin-treated cells move slower as shown in the graph of normalized
count vs. speed. Biologically, actin polymerization is a critical component of cell motion
due to its role in cell contractility. From the graph, we observe that contractile inhibition
leads to a reduction in speed.
For 10 µM and 15 µM of K02288, the speed component of each vector in the
vector field was quantified within a range of 0 µm/min to 4 µm/min, with the average
speed being between 1-2 µm/min. Biologically, the cells are performing various
functions and thus may be moving at faster or slower speeds than the average pLLp speed
of migration.
The migratory speed of the pLLp with Fgf inhibited ranges from 0 µm/min to 8
µm/min. This particular graph, again, does not distinguish between locations in the
pLLp, but instead, it gives a total count of the number of vectors in the entire time-lapse
that have a given speed. Fgf-inhibited cells have a similar number of speeds in the lower
speed regions, but the speeds in the middle region have shifted to higher speeds when
compared with the wildtype.

3.3.5 The migratory speed does not change over the duration of the imaging time.

The change in speed over time is shown in Figure 21. Though there is a change in
the overall speed for each condition, there is no significant change in speed over time for
any of the given conditions. The trends with Fgf signal inhibited (K02288) being the
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fastest, followed by the control, contractility (blebbistatin), and BMP (SU5402) in the
respective order, hold.

Figure 20. Change in Speed Over Time.
Each line represents the average over the trials for each given condition. The time in minutes
(µm/min) is along the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows the speed (µm/min) at the given
time.

It should be noted, however, that the imaging time for the image sequences is less
than 15 minutes. The total migratory time for the pLLp is 24 hours. This analysis only
examines a brief component of the migration and cannot be used to make conclusions
regarding the pLLp migration over the entire time of its migratory journey.
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An examination of the speeds over time, though noisy, shows that speeds range
from 0.4 µm/min to 1.4 µm/min. This means that overall, the pLLp maintains its overall
speed migrating down the embryo for the duration of the time-lapse.

3.3.6 Speed versus pLLp length varies across conditions.
Through again utilizing a moving reference frame, as was shown in Figure 22, the
migratory speeds for various regions of the pLLp across the various conditions can be
compared. Such analysis yields additional insight into the migratory behavior,
specifically addressing whether any changes in speed occur as a global or local
phenomenon.
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Figure 21. Speed versus pLLp Length.
Distance from the leading edge is in microns on the horizontal axis. The moving reference frame
allows for the centermost point of the front most leading edge to be at the origin through the
duration of the time-lapse. The average speed in µm/min is on the vertical axis. The darker line is
the trend line, and the shaded region is the confidence interval.

Examination of the average speed versus the distance from the leading edge
reveals differences across conditions. For the control condition, the speed decreases
moving away from the leading edge towards the trailing domain. The trailing domain is
the region where the rosettes are formed. Biologically, this region will eventually be
deposited and thus entirely stop moving. This slowing of the soon-to-be-deposited cells
is depicted in the portion of the graph farthest from the leading edge in the control.
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The blebbistatin-treated embryos follow a similar trend, indicating that while a
decrease in the contractile forces contributes to an overall decrease in speed, the
underlying mechanisms and cell processes are still functioning.
The BMP-inhibited embryos follow a different pattern. Instead of the leading
edge starting at a higher speed, followed by a decrease in speed moving towards the
trailing edge, we observe that average speed follows a different pattern. For both the 10
and 15 µm K02288 there is a leading zone that is the same or slightly lower in average
migratory speed as the trailing domain. This observation could indicate the BMP signal
inhibition leads to a global slowing of the pLLp.
Additionally, in the 10 µm K02288 condition, there is a region where neuromast
deposition may be occurring due to the drop off in the leading zone that is hypothetically
connected to neuromast deposition. However, in the 15 µm K02288 condition, the
trailing domain does not drop off as we see in the other conditions. Biologically, this
could indicate difficulties in neuromast deposition in the 15 µm K02288 condition.

3.3.7 Quadrijunctions vary in number across conditions.

In addition to an examination of the migratory behaviors, we can also examine the
cell intersections to gain additional insight into the roles of the signaling pathways. An
examination of the quadrijunctions shows that the blebbistatin-treated embryos have a
slightly increased–but not statistically significantly different–number of quardrijunctures
from the control conditions (Figure 23). The embryos treated with the BMP and Fgf
signal inhibitors are statistically significantly different. With the treatment of K02288,
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we observe an increase in the number of quadrijunctions for embryos treated with 10 µM
of K02288 and an even further increase in those treated with 15 µM of K02288.
Embryos treated with SU5402 show a reduction in the number of quadrijunctions.

Figure 22. Prevalence of Quadrijunctions Across Conditions.
Crosshairs analysis graph showing the number of quadrijunctions across the various conditions.
The error bars show one standard deviation for values in the condition data.

Considering the variation across the conditions, there is no statistical difference in
the blebbistatin-treated condition when compared with the control. Although non-muscle
myosin II is directly involved in actin and cell adhesion dynamics [203], its inhibition did
not have a significant enough of an effect to be captured by this form of analysis. In
regards to the two types of signal inhibition, we see differing effects in the quantity of
quadrijunctions: the number of these junctions increases with BMP signal inhibition and
decreases with Fgf signal inhibition.
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From a biological perspective, the varying quantities of quadrijunctions confirms
the need to consider other parameters beyond the cell membrane. One such parameter is
the cell cortex and, more specifically, its actin scaffolding. We know that actin
scaffolding reaches across a cell’s membrane and into an adjoining cell. The cells in the
quadrijunction would be more likely to align if they are aligned through actin scaffolding
via actin cables that secure them to each other. The coupling of the cell cortexes through
actin cables could provide an increased stability to the cell. The coupling of the cortex is
an additional parameter and a differentiator of these living biological systems as opposed
to inanimate objects.
Additionally, cell adhesions occur at points of cell-cell contact, and these cells are
known to be mechanically linked through cell-cell adhesion proteins [22]. The increase
in the number of quadrijunctions in the BMP-signal-inhibited cells could indicate an
increase in these adhesions, namely N-Cadherin, E-Cadherin, EpCAM, and Z0-1, though
this work is not able to discern which are being affected [18, 145, 154–156, 146–153]. It
could also be due to an increase in the actin scaffolding held together by proteins
traversing the adjoining membranes or coupled cortex, which would indicate an increase
in the adherens junctions. Determination of the nature of the indicated increase in
adhesions is the focus of future work.
While we observe a possible increase in the quadrijunctions in the BMP signal
inhibited condition, we observe that cells with Fgf signaling inhibition show a reduced
number of quadrijunctions as compared to all other conditions, including the control.
This decrease could indicate a decrease in cell-cell adhesions (also it is notable that in
this condition the neuromasts in the primordium disassemble and cells become more
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relaxed). It has been shown that Fgf signaling contributes to the polarity of the cell (Fgf
signaling plays a role in formation of neuromasts) and polarized cells intercalate amongst
one another [204]. A reduction in polarity could lead to a lessening of cell intercalation
and thus fewer cell-cell adhesions. Further examination of the biological causes of the
suggested decrease in adhesions is the focus of future work.

3.4 Discussion

These results demonstrate that cells undergoing varying inhibitions of BMP
signaling, Fgf signaling, and contractility will display varying phenotypical changes. For
each condition, the change in speed of migration, the variance in directionality, and the
presence of quadrijunctions yield insight into the pLLp system and demonstrate the vital
role of BMP signaling in the pLLp.

3.4.1 Visual examination reveals varying degrees of cell-cell adhesions across
conditions.

Recall (from Chapter 2) that quadrijunctions are where four objects meet in a
perpendicular intersection. These are rare in inanimate fluidic systems (such as in soap
bubbles). These types of junctions are, however, prevalent in varying degrees across the
different experimental conditions as noted above. The presence of which indicates
stability in the system. In comparison with our control, there is not a significant change
with the blebbistatin-treated embryos, yet there are changes in the chemical signal
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inhibited conditions. For BMP signal inhibition, we observe an increase in the junctions
and for Fgf signal inhibition, there is a decrease. I propose that the presence of these
junctions implies the presence of cell-cell adhesions. Therefore, Fgf signal impairment
reduces cell-cell adhesions, and BMP signal impairment increases cell-cell adhesions.
These results highlight the critical role of BMP signaling in the pLLp.

3.4.2 Directionality and speed are distinct parameters and separate targets.

Additionally, it has recently been shown that speed and direction are distinct
parameters [38]. This work confirms that directionality and speed can be targeted
independently in this biological system as well through the quantitative PIV analysis. It
showed that while various drugs can impact directionality, speed and direction can be
regulated separately, as we observed in our blebbistatin trials. Speed was reduced, but
directionality was retained; a reduction in speed does not necessarily lead to a reduction
in directionality.

3.4.3 BMP signaling may be responsible for cellular coordination in the pLLp.

Furthermore, results from the quantitative PIV analysis confirm that BMP plays a
vital role in the collective cell migration of the pLLp. The inhibition of BMP signaling
disrupts both speed and directionality. The inhibition of BMP signaling causes the cells
in the pLLp to migrate in a less coordinated way, as is supported by the decrease in
directionality that occurs.
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Additionally, instead of distinct regions of increased and decreased directionality,
the increased angular spread is present throughout the length of the pLLp. I, therefore,
propose that BMP signaling is active in the leading domain. This is because inhibiting
BMP yields an angular distribution that does not follow the district bi-phasic trend that
we observe in the control condition. Instead, the trend throughout the length of the
primordium is comparable to the trailing domain and the uptick in the control. I propose
that inhibiting BMP effects the leading domain in that it causes an increase in the
directionality.
Furthermore, BMP signal inhibition leads to a global slowing of the pLLp.
Instead of a variation of speeds through the pLLp, with BMP inhibition the cells show
much less variation in their speeds and a relatively consistent low speed in the 15 µm
K02288 condition. Biologically, this could also support the hypothesis that BMP is
active in the leading domain as this region does not maintain an increased speed.
Additionally, if the leading domain slows and all of the cells are mechanically coupled,
you would observe an overall slowing through the pLLp as we observe here.
In summary, BMP signaling-inhibition yields an increase in cell-cell adhesions,
an increase in directional variance, and a reduction in the migratory speed. Fgf signalinginhibited cells display a decrease in cell-cell adhesions, no change in directionality, and
an increase in migratory speed. This relationship highlights the critical nature of both Fgf
and BMP signaling pathways in the proper functioning of pLLp migration.
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3.5 Further Analysis

There are numerous opportunities for continuing work on this project. Now that
the quantitative analysis methods are fully developed, and we have discovered and
confirmed the presence of BMP signaling in the pLLp, we have the opportunity to use
these analysis tools to investigate other hypotheses about situations, including disrupting
other signaling pathways (such as Wnt signaling) via chemical inhibition and perturbing
other cellular mechanisms connected with migration.
Examples of such experiments may include inducing latrunculin, a chemical
inhibitor which prevents actin polymerization, thus disrupting migration; inhibition of the
p38 pathway, which is downstream of BMP and known to be associated with cell
migration; and chemical inhibitors which both activate (BIO) and disrupt (IWR) Wnt
signaling. It may be of interest to observe inhibiting both Fgf and BMP signaling
simultaneously and comparing the result to the inhibition of Wnt signaling.
Further application of this work provides inspiration for the development of
problem sets for life science students in physics courses, as is discussed in the second part
of this thesis.
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Interlude

This highly interdisciplinary dissertation spans the fields of physics, biology, and
education. In the first section of this dissertation (Chapters 2 and 3), we focused largely
on cellular biophysics, pulling from both physics and biology to conduct novel analysis.
In the second section of this dissertation (Chapters 4-7) we move into leveraging this
work through expanding its focus into an educational setting and pull from education to
address our research aims.
In the first section, our focus on cellular biophysics led us to examine the
migratory behaviors of and physical interactions amongst collective cells. Through
leveraging tools and principles comment to the study of physics and applying them in a
biological scenario, we gained insights into previously unknown biological functioning.
This process of utilizing tools prevalent in one field of research (in this case, physics) to
increase understanding in a second field (biology) is a process that I defined and termed
and will be discussed further in the second section of this work addressing education
research.
Additionally, in the first section, to engage in this research, we utilized multiple
techniques from visual observation to analytical computations. Each technique enabled
us to gain novel insight into our system of interest. Of notable interest is the analysis of
the quadrijunction intersections of the cells in the pLLp and the biological implications of
the perturbation of various parameters. I note that in this case modeling the systems as
simply elastic membranes in contact was not robust enough to yield biological insight
and proved an insufficient model. To address the effects of the various chemical
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inhibitors, we discussed the plausible changes to the actin filaments and cell-cell
adhesions. The creation and refining of a model will also be discussed in an educational
setting section two.
As we move into our second section, we recognize the calls for reform for the
undergraduate life science major curriculum that have been coming from the medical and
biological research science communities. This work is situated in a reformed physics
course that is part of the response to these calls. Pulling from the biophysics work
presented in the first section, I developed a novel problem set for this course. This
problem set is intended to be used in a group-work discussion session.
In the first section, we obtained results from asking questions about the biological
system then utilizing physics to strengthen our depth of understanding of the system and
answer some of these questions. This same methodology is further refined and detailed
as a process for curriculum development. Additionally, in my experimental research, I
discussed the limitations of modeling a non-living and living system and created a more
robust model to address our biological questions. Engaging in such modeling was
incredibly beneficial to my own research and is a focal point of the problem set I present
in the second section of this dissertation.
My hope is that this unique combination of education, biology, and physics as
presented in these two sections of my dissertation will inspire (1) physicists and
engineers in academic to develop problem sets and activities that are most suited for the
students in their physics-based courses and (2) the physics education research community
to continue to recognize and use this work as a template for addressing the needs of the
life science students in our physics courses.
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Chapter IV: Achieving Cross-disciplinary Authenticity in Physics
for the Life Sciences

Research has shown that when life-science students perceive physics problems as
providing authentic insight into biological phenomena, they achieve more expert-like
ways of knowing in physics [75, 97]. This work proposes a methodology for
incorporating cross-disciplinary problems into interdisciplinary courses such as the
introductory physics course for life science majors (IPLS) course at the University of
Maryland, College Park. Building on current biophysics research, as was discussed in
Chapter 3, and cell biomechanics, as was discussed in Chapter 2, we developed such a
problem set. The development of this cross-disciplinary problem set is the focus of this
chapter.
This chapter introduces and defines “cross-disciplinary authenticity”, as
advancing the understanding of a secondary discipline through the application of the
concepts and methods from a primary discipline. We then discuss an innovative way to
achieve it. Under the new definition, a physics problem set that is developed for use in
an interdisciplinary course is not considered cross-disciplinary authentic unless it yields
insight into the accompanying discipline.
This work focuses on a physics course that is designed for life science majors,
therefore, authentic cross-disciplinary physics problems are activities that students
perceive as yielding useful biological knowledge. I introduce problem set content in
Chapter 5 and analyze the student response in Chapter 6.
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4.1 Interdisciplinary courses are increasingly common.

While it is common to offer introductory physics courses for non-majors, in
recent years there has been a rise in the number of specific introductory physics courses
that are available for select groups of students, such as those students majoring in
biology, architecture, or education [205]. An increasing number of institutions are
offering introductory physics courses that are specifically for life science majors, often
referred to as introductory physics for the life sciences (IPLS) courses, due to increased
demand from the professional biological science research and medical communities [64–
69]. And not only are does the demand arise just from those communities, but also it
arises in part due to the substantial growth in numbers of students. At a number of
universities and colleges, the number of biology and health-care majors taking physics
surpasses the number of engineering students taking physics.

4.1.1 The IPLS course at UMD is part of the NEXUS project.

The number of IPLS courses offered is steadily increasing, yet at a number of
universities, the physics courses for biological science and pre-health students greatly
lack in biological-authenticity. At the University of Maryland College Park (UMD), our
reformed IPLS course is the physics component of the National Experiment in
Undergraduate Science Education (NEXUS), a project of the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute and National Science Foundation created in response to calls from the medical
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and biological science communities for a reformed undergraduate science curriculum [43,
44, 49, 55].
The development of course material in these IPLS courses often takes existing
physics concepts and attempts to integrate a biological system with the physics. In this
approach, a curriculum designer would first identify physics concepts then seek to
identify biological scenarios in which to situate the physics concepts. This approach
starts with the physics. More specifically, in this work, our approach starts with current
biophysics research and seeks to show how identifying the critical physics can give
authentic insight into the biology.

4.1.2 The IPLS course at UMD is particularly well situated for this work.

The NEXUS/Physics IPLS course is well situated to be an excellent location for
the incorporation of cross-disciplinary authentic problem sets as it was developed with
extensive interactions with biologists and chemists over a multi-year period. It was
intentionally designed to provide support to life science majors for difficult physics
concepts that they encounter in biology and chemistry, particularly those that cannot be
studied in depth in those classes [78]. The NEXUS/Physics IPLS course is oriented
toward competency development in an interdisciplinary context.
The course is was developed with a strong research effort on understanding both
students' and faculty's interdisciplinary perspectives, including students' attitudes towards
using physics in biology, watching them perform in authentic classroom situations, and
exploring their views and responses through interviews [78, 82, 83, 92]. This makes the
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course an excellent setting for further examining students’ attitudes by extending our
existing attention towards the use of novel cross-disciplinary authentic problem sets.

4.2 Incorporating authenticity in IPLS can be challenging.

This excellent situation in which to develop curriculum in introductory physics
for the life science enables the exploration of what it means to develop problem sets that
are both cross-disciplinary authentic and research-based. We begin our discussion by
describing what it means to be authentic from the literature and then proposing a novel
definition of cross-disciplinary authenticity before discussing why we should care about
achieving it.

4.2.1 What is authenticity?

Merriam-Webster’s dictionary provides this definition for the word “authentic”:

1a: worthy of acceptance or belief as conforming to or based on fact; paints an
authentic picture of our society
b: conforming to an original so as to reproduce essential features; an authentic
reproduction of a colonial farmhouse
c: made or done the same way as an original authentic Mexican fare
2: not false or imitation: real, actual; an authentic cockney accent
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3: true to one's own personality, spirit, or character is sincere and authentic with
no pretensions

From this definition, authentic physics means that we are conforming to the spirit
and character of physics -- being true to its principles and methods. Authentic biology
would mean that we are conforming to the spirit and character of biology -- being true to
its principles and methods. Taking this a step further, to achieve cross-disciplinary
authenticity, one must be true to both disciplines.
In contrast, for disciplined-based authenticity, prior work would, "use tools—such
as concepts, equations, or physical tools—in ways and for purposes that reflect how the
disciplines build, organize, and assess knowledge about the world” [75]. We are very
distinct from this view of authenticity in that we are giving our life science students
access to tools that are more commonly used in physics in order to build, organize, and
assess knowledge about the biological world to use to engage in authentic biological
exploration.
Our "cross-disciplinary" also differs from “interdisciplinary" as it is often used in
the literature:

“…a process of answering a question, solving a problem, or addressing a topic
that is too broad or complex to be dealt with adequately by a single discipline or
profession … [by] draw[ing] upon disciplinary perspectives and integrat[ing]
their insights through construction of a more comprehensive perspective (Klein
and Newell 1997, p. 393–394).” [103, 104]
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In this definition of interdisciplinary, the mere incorporation of a broad problem
would be included. This definition does not address the idea of authenticity or of
outcomes instead focusing on the simple amalgamation. In contrast, cross-disciplinary
authenticity maintains a specific aim and a specific purpose: to leverage tools and
concepts available in a given discipline to increase the knowledge base of another
discipline.
In our case, since we are studying a physics course for biologists, we want to be
true to both disciplines. In developing our IPLS class, we aim for cross-disciplinary
authenticity -- to have the students learn principles and tools of physics that they perceive
as being of real and actual value to their knowledge of biology thus aiming to achieve
cross-disciplinary authenticity through being true to both physics and biology. This
means doing physics in a way that is authentically relevant to biology and providing our
students with new tools that they perceive helps them gain insight into biological
systems.

4.2.2 What is cross-disciplinary authenticity?

To achieve cross-disciplinary authenticity in a physics activity for biologists, one
must compose a problem set where the basic level of biological knowledge must be
increased through the application of the principles of physics. To achieve true crossdisciplinary authenticity, the knowledge of a secondary discipline (in our case biological
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systems) becomes more advanced through the application of the primary discipline (in
our case physics) then it was at the start.

4.2.3 Why do we care about achieving cross-disciplinary authenticity?

Cross-disciplinary authenticity is important because we know from prior literature
that when students perceive a scenario as being authentic in a biological context, it
increases student motivation, engagement, understanding, and retention [75, 81, 97, 100–
102]. As educators, we aim to provide the best education possible for our students, and
these factors contribute to student success. Additionally, part of the goals of reform as
stated by the biological research and medical school communities is that students develop
an appreciation and understanding for the value of other disciplines (physics, math, and
chemistry) to biology and medicine.
Earlier work leads us to the conjecture that students’ relationship towards physics
shift if the students see using physics as relevant in an authentic biologic context [97].
During a case study, Violet moved from “I don’t do symbols” to being able to think with
the symbols and calling herself “more of a symbols person” and attributes that to her
seeing the biological authenticity as illustrated by the following quotes:

“I like this course better now because I actually see the implementations in the
biology rather than like no biology at all. Cause I like these questions like the
ATP question and the heart blood rate flow. I was like ok that's cool it actually
relates.” (p 20)
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“Because me as a biologist, I like biology and chemistry like so much more than I
did physics. But now that I can see the relationship between all three, it's kind of
made me like physics more.” (p 20)

Emotions are connected with doing physics, as the act of engaging with the
concepts of physics may elicit an emotional response [206–209]. Physics alone may
produce negative affect; increased frustration with physics, and a negative disciplinary
identity [97, 210].
In prior work, it is shown that IPLS students more readily recognize the
usefulness of the activity they perceive it as being useful in biology [81]. As we move
towards more cross-disciplinary authentic contexts, our aim is that students perceive
physics as more useful in biology that they would otherwise or prior to the course.

4.3 Adjusting curriculum development methodology is necessary for reform.

The curriculum for a given introductory physics for the life science course is
commonly developed by textbook authors and individual professors. In many instances,
existing problem sets are tweaked in an effort to incorporate elements of biology. A
common approach is to start with physics and then search for a way to manipulate it into
a problem that incorporates a biological situation. Here we are proposing a methodology
for curriculum development that takes an alternative approach. In our method, a
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curriculum developer starts with a biology concept when aiming to achieve crossdisciplinary authentic physics problem sets.

4.3.1 A common approach to curriculum development is to start with physics which may
lead to biologically inauthentic problems.

A commonly used method for curriculum development among physics course
designers is to establish physics learning goals first. If the curriculum is being developed
for a physics course for life science majors, then the developer may select a given physics
concept and then search for an analogous biological context and attempt to fit the
biological context to the physics concept. They then build an activity.
While this method may work in that the final result may be biologically correct,
often it is unsuccessful and results in problems that are not cross-disciplinary authentic.
One such example of a problem that is not cross-disciplinary authentic is of a greased pig
sliding down an inclined plane. This problem appeared in the Physics for Scientists and
Engineers textbook, page 165, problem #61 [211]. The text reads:
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Tipler, et al. 2009

While this may be a novel problem with a touch of humor, it is not crossdisciplinary authentic because it yields no insight into a biological system.
Another problem of this nature is a problem labeled as being both biological and
involving photosynthesis that appears in the Physics, Third Edition textbook, page 15,
problem #37 [212]. The text reads:

Walker 2007

Some problems that start from physics may be considered biologically relevant
but still not cross-disciplinary authentic because they do not yield insight into a biological
system. An example of this is found in the College Physics, volume 1 textbook, page
479, problem #83 [213].

Freedman, et al. 2014

This problem set, while may be biologically relevant, still misses the final critical
step of producing an increase in biological knowledge, and therefore is also not crossdisciplinary authentic.
It is notable that designers may start with the physics, but still end up with a
cross-disciplinary authentic problem set that students perceive as yielding insight into
biological systems. One such example of this is a problem set developed and deployed at
the University of Maryland, College Park titled, “Insane in the Membrane”. This
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problem set begins with identifying a base level of biological knowledge. It then uses
physics to increase that level of biological knowledge. It was, however, developed by
first identifying the physics concept that was desired to be taught. It provides an example
of a problem set that was not developed in our proposed methodology yet still achieved
cross-disciplinary authenticity. The problem set is in the University of Maryland’s
Physics Education Research Group’s Open source textbook. Its introduction and
question #6 are shown [214]. From this activity, students learn the physical mechanism
behind a process that they have usually only been told happens.

Dreyfus, et al. 2012

4.3.2 A novel approach to curriculum development is to start with the biology.

While we have acknowledged the possibility of creating cross-disciplinary
authenticity through a traditional methodology (starting with the physics) we
acknowledge the rarity of such problems and the difficulty of creating them. Therefore,
we now put forth a methodological approach for the creation of such course content.
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This work proposes and utilizes this approach and introduces a novel example problem
set examining one of the roles that physics plays in gaining insight into a select biological
system.
We aim to create problem sets that demonstrate the authentic use of physics
inspired by modern biological research. Our dual goals are to have students see the value
of mixing physics and biology perspectives (yielding insight into biological knowledge)
and to obtain novel insight into the biological system, yielding insight into research
questions. We seek to accomplish this by starting with a selected biological system and
thoroughly examining the underlying physical concepts involved.

4.3.3 Starting with the biology can readily lead to achieving cross-disciplinary
authenticity.

In our approach, one first starts with a given biological context. Once a biological
system of interest has been selected, then the developer may ask questions about the
scenario. From these questions, the developer begins by reflecting on the existing
principles of physics and using physics as a lens to answer questions about the biological
system. From this point, the developer then builds problem sets. To identify whether
cross-disciplinary authenticity has been achieved, the developer identifies whether or not
students perceive that insight into the biological system has been gained.
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4.4 Problem sets can be both cross-disciplinary authentic and biologically
research-based.

In addition to being cross-disciplinary authentic, one can build problem sets that
are based on current biological research, biologically research-based. We use being
biologically research-based in this context to mean that the biological system of choice is
a system that is the focus of current biological science research and that the questions that
are asked may be unknown to both the students and the researchers (as opposed to open
research questions in the physics education research community).
One example of this incorporation, that ultimately inspired this work, was done by
two of the course developers, Drs. Edward F. Redish and Wolfgang Losert. They
created problems on inter-cellular signaling that were based on the research of Dr.
Losert. My work, as discussed in this dissertation, carries out a study that not only builds
lessons based on biophysics research but modifies and adapts it through research into
student responses.
It is also notable that cross-disciplinary authenticity based on active research
questions does not require a complete analysis of the research topic -- only a
demonstration that the cross-disciplinary analysis produces a useful component in helping
to build the full understanding of the research. In the work of Drs. Redish and Losert,
the final result from a research perspective was not achieved, but they did produce a tool
that yielded a useful insight and therefore achieves cross-disciplinary authenticity. A full
analysis of the research would have been too in-depth for this course.
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My work has this same property in that the students are not presented with the full
research components as discussed in the first few chapters of this dissertation. They are
merely presented with a biological scenario and then utilize physics to further their
understanding of it.
Additionally, I discuss the development of these interdisciplinary-authentic,
research-based problem sets with the hope of achieving three outcomes: raising
awareness of their value within the physics education research (PER) community and
beyond; inspiring and serving as a template for the establishment of new partnerships
between members of the PER community and members of the biological science research
community; and serving as a catalyst for the creation of future similar problem sets.

4.4.1 Utilizing Laplace pressure to gain insight into collective cell migration creates an
excellent cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based example problem set.

To facilitate the development of our cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based
problem set, we considered our colleagues' research at the National Institutes of Health
(for the identification of a biological system for examination). Careful consideration of
the issues in the biological system they used in their current research led to our choice of
physical principles and the role they played in their system.
The University of Maryland not only maintains diverse research endeavors on our
campuses but also benefits from collaborations with local federal and industrial
laboratories. One such collaboration is with a developmental biology lab at the National
Institutes of Health (NIH). This lab uses the popular animal model zebrafish, which is an
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ideal model due to, in part, the transparency of its embryos. Additionally, genetic
modification in select lines produces a fluorescent tag in certain cell membranes. This
allows researchers to easily observe the cells of the fish as it develops as was discussed in
Chapter 3.
In this research, specific attention is given to a select group of biological cells that
move together during the development of the zebrafish called the posterior lateral line
primordium (pLLp). The migration of the pLLp deposits subsets of this group of cells,
called neuromasts, at various points in the developing fish. Neuromasts develop into a
sensory organ (the lateral line). The lateral line is an organ that detects the pattern of
water movement, vibration, and pressure changes along the fish body [18, 215].
There are many ongoing research groups examining this system, as it lets
researchers observe the behavior of collective cell migration in vivo. This collectively
migrating pLLp and neuromast deposition is a biological system is governed by the laws
of physics. It is this system that we selected to use to as a foundation for developing our
cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based problem set.
This particular biological system was chosen due to interest in the system and
access to biological support; it was not selected for being especially amenable to simple
physical models. One of the intriguing facets of this system is that cells' biomechanical
interactions with each other and their environments are important to our understanding of
cancer metastasis and atherosclerosis, in defining stem cell differentiation, during
collective cell migration, and, in this case, in the deposition and development of the
lateral line sensory cells in zebrafish.
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In the development of our cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based problem
set, now that we have a select biological system of interest we can move on to the next
step. We now ask questions about the system and then find that viewing this biological
phenomenon through a physics lens can yield valuable insights and increase our
knowledge of the biological system.

4.4.2 Utilizing a physics lens may yield insight into the questions surrounding the
biological system.

Some of the questions that one may ask about this particular system include but
are not limited to:

How do the cells deposit into blobs? How do the cells “know” where to be
deposited? How do they know where to migrate? Are there any physical cues in
the environment? Is there a particular number in each blob? What do the
biomechanical properties of the cells have to do with the system? How come the
blobs of cells form? Why do the other cells continue to migrate? How do they
know in which direction to travel? Do forces play a role? Could we learn
something about this system by considering the known forces? How do the cells
know which way to grow? What are the pressures involved? Are there different
pressures in different locations? Why are the cells different shapes? Etc., etc., etc.
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This is only the start of a seemingly endless set of unanswered questions. Some
of these questions may be unknown to our research collaborators, others unknown to the
students in our IPLS course, and others unknown to both the researchers and the students.
This last category—unknown to both researchers and students—may be the most
intriguing, though all questions that are unknown to the students could be considered.
After identifying an animal model common in developmental biology, observing
the behaviors of the biological system, and understanding the biophysical-based research
questions, we contemplated the physical components that affect the mechanical
properties and functioning of the cells. The mechanical properties and functioning of the
biological cells are referred to as cellular biomechanical properties, and include the
Newtonian properties of pressure, motion, and force in the cellular environment.
Examination of the cellular biomechanical properties provides a deeper understanding of
the biological system and reveals otherwise hidden biological insights, specifically by
utilizing the Laplace Pressure equation discussed in Chapter 2.
Not only does consideration of these Newtonian properties provide a deeper
understanding of the system, but these are properties that are already taught in the IPLS
course. This presents an opportunity to develop a cross-disciplinary authentic, researchbased problem set.

4.5 An iterative design process aligns all stakeholders’ views.

To facilitate the problem set creation, I assembled and managed a design team
that included two faculty members, two other graduate students, and myself. As a design
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team, we first discussed the development of cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based
problems internally. We then also connected with our peers, our colleagues, and the
IPLS students, making changes after each discussion. The student response was a key
part of this iterative design process. By some measures, the IPLS student response holds
the most valuable input and is the most critical element as the problem set is being
designed for IPLS student use.
The goal of the iterative design process is to align all stakeholders’ views—of the
design team, colleagues and peers, and students—towards a perceived outcome of
authenticity, while acknowledging that each group commonly comes in with various
levels of biological knowledge. This process involves incorporating feedback from not
only the students, but from others in our research group, another biophysics research
group on campus, and our collaborators. After feedback was received from each of these
groups, the problem set is updated, and the iterative process continues until all parties
have merged on a stable design (as defined by one or fewer requested revisions per
problem viewing).

4.5.1 We obtained feedback from IPLS student focus groups, colleagues, and peers.

Our method for obtaining feedback from the students involves presenting the
problem set to focus groups of three to four students who are currently enrolled in our
IPLS course. These interviews were voluntary and were approximately 50 minutes in
length. Students received a small monetary amount for their participation. The
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interviews (n=10) were both video and audio recorded and then transcribed. The student
response is detailed in Chapter 6.
For obtaining feedback from our colleagues, we distributed the problem set during
a regularly scheduled Physics and Science Education (PHYS/SCIED) Research Group
meeting and allowed our colleagues to work through the problem set in groups of three or
four. The PHYS/SCIED Research Group is a group of faculty, researchers, lecturers,
post-docs, and graduate students who are actively conducting research pertaining to
physics education. These individuals are either physicists studying education or
education specialists choosing to focus on physics. Their feedback was then incorporated
into the next version of the problem set as part of the iterative design process.
I also distributed a version of the problem set at a regularly scheduled group
meeting for the Losert Lab at the University of Maryland, College Park. This meeting is
for Dr. Losert and the postdocs and graduate students who are doing research in his lab.
These individuals have backgrounds in either biology, physics, or engineering, but do not
have expertise in education. As with the PHYS/SCIED Research Group, the members of
the Losert Lab were also allowed to work through the problem set in groups of three or
four.
The design team then discussed the feedback received from both group
deployments and made modifications to the problem set. The goal for myself and the
other members of the design team, as the curriculum developers, was to get the views of
members of these groups to align.
I consider one iteration as being made every time the problem set was changed
whether that be due to design team discussions or feedback from the other stakeholders.
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The problem set went through 21 of such iterations before arriving at the final version,
which is viewed as cross-disciplinary authentic by all stakeholder groups. This final
version was deployed in our IPLS course in the form of a recitation, a homework
problem, a quiz problem, and an exam problem. The details of the final content are
discussed in Chapter 5 and our analysis of student responses and how they were used to
develop the activities are discussed in chapter 6.

4.6 This work can raise awareness, serve as a template, and serve as a
catalyst.

We discussed the development of creating cross-disciplinary authentic, researchbased problem sets with the aim of raising awareness of their value within the physics
education research (PER) community and beyond; inspiring and serving as a catalyst for
the establishment of new partnerships between members of the PER community and
members of the biological science research community; and serving as a template for the
creation of future similar problem sets.
This cross-disciplinary authentic, research-based problem set examines the
collective cell migration in zebrafish through consideration of the relevant Newtonian
properties of pressure, motion, and force. Student responses show that such a problem
set is feasible but that work still needs to be done in order to enable biology students to
engage effectively with physical modeling of research-oriented biological systems. We
first gained an understanding of a biological system used in the research of our
colleagues’ biological laboratory at the National Institutes of Health. It was through first
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developing an understanding of the biological system that we were able to make a
determination regarding the physical parameters affecting the system.
This work provides a model for the establishment of new partnerships between
members of the PER community and members of the biological science research
community through discussions of the existing collaboration between laboratories at the
University of Maryland and the National Institutes of Health. If an existing collaboration
between a given physics group and a biological group does not exist, one can inquire with
others in their network regarding a suitable biological group for a collaborative problem
set development effort. Many biological scientists would enjoy having their research
examined with a physics lens and discussed in an IPLS course.
For the PER community, we hope that additionally this work will serve as a
catalyst for the continued creation of future problem sets that begin through the
examination of modern biophysical research questions. This has the potential to benefit
the entire life science community, which in turn produces our biological science
researchers and physicians. Having well-educated researchers and physicians is a benefit
to all.
Further work can include an examination of the mechanistic reasoning behind
how the students experience authenticity [216, 217]. Attention regarding student
perception on the cross-disciplinary authentic and understanding of Laplace pressure may
yield greater insight into the development of future problem sets and the life science
students’ responses to them may be given. The problem set may be incorporated into the
IPLS course at UMD and analysis conducted upon implementation. Additional study
could also examine various other components of this and other interesting biological
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systems and research methods. Such analysis may contribute to a more robust and
relevant set of materials for ILPS students.
In summary, in this chapter, we introduced and defined the concept of crossdisciplinary authenticity, which is achieved through providing additional insight into a
biological system through the application of physics. We also discussed a novel
curriculum development methodology that involves starting with a biological system,
instead of starting with a physics concept. We next examine the content outcome of
utilizing this methodology (Chapter 5) as well as the student response to the problem set
(Chapter 6).
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Chapter V: Description of the Laplace Pressure Problem Set

To develop biologically-authentic, research-based course material for the
Introductory Physics for the Life Science (IPLS) course at the University of Maryland
(UMD), I draw from my own experimental biophysics research (detailed in Chapter 3).
This work serves as an excellent biological scenario to examine through the lens of
physics and biological base for the development of a problem set for our IPLS course.
This chapter demonstrates that development of a biologically-authentic, researchbased set is possible and focuses on detailing the contents of the problem set. It should
also be noted that while this material was designed for group work in an introductory
physics course, optional modifications are suggested for deployment in upper-division
courses. The student response to the portion that we deployed in the large-scale IPLS
classroom at UMD will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Cross-disciplinary authenticity leverages tools and concepts available in a given
discipline to increase the knowledge base of another discipline. Through an iterative
design process, the design team developed such a problem set that is cross-disciplinary
authentic in that students will come into the IPLS course—and more specifically begin
this problem set—with a base level of biological understanding. The problem set
enables—through the application of physics concepts—an increase in the students’
understanding of biological systems, thus meeting the criteria for being cross-disciplinary
authentic. The content of an example cross-disciplinary authentic problem set is the
focus of this descriptive chapter. The problem set is intended to be completed as a group
activity such as in a discussion session in which 3 to 5 students are working on the
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problem set together. There is such an opportunity for this in the weekly discussion
session of UMD’s IPLS course.
Through 21 problem set iterations, revisions lead to a final version in which all
stakeholders—the design team, our colleagues, peers, and the students—converged on a
problem set that was perceived to be cross-disciplinary authentic. The 21st version of the
problem set is detailed in this chapter along with discourse regarding the reasoning for
the addition (or removal) of problem set components.
The problem set opens with providing motivation for the problem set for the
students and a clear identification of their base level of knowledge. It then moves on to
examine the concept of pressure differences in a non-living system (a pipe) before
introducing interdisciplinary modeling. It then moves into the examination of a classical
research method that relies on interdisciplinary modeling. The Laplace Pressure equation
is then introduced accompanied by a derivation (or dimensional analysis activity
depending on course level) and online simulation.
The problem set then moves back to the classical research method introduced
earlier in the problem set, this time applying the Laplace Pressure equation to yield a
quantitative result. The problem set then moves into an examination of a living system
where the students will use the concept of pressure differentials, interdisciplinary
modeling, and the Laplace Pressure equation to describe the system and produce a
biologically-relevant quantitative result. The problem set concludes with encouraging the
students to reflect on the learning accomplished and allows the educator to confirm an
increase in biological knowledge. These components, as are found in version 21, the
final version of the problem set, are detailed further in the remainder of this chapter.
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5.1 Problem 1 provides motivation for the problem set.
5.1.1 Problem Text
The first problem text introduces the problem set and provides motivation for the
students by framing the abstract problem by putting it into a realistic biological context
from the first. It is designed as a question requiring a response to ensure that the students
read and respond. The problem text for problem one is as follows:

In this problem, we will first investigate pressure in non-living scenarios
such as in a pipe and in two bubbles before considering the role that pressure
plays in morphogenesis. Considering the pressure of cells and of their
surrounding environment is important as pressure plays a vital role in many
biological phenomena such as morphogenesis, collective cell migration, and
cancer metastasis. Describe qualitatively the role that pressure has in
determining cell shape, citing biological examples.

5.1.2 Problem Description

In the initial iteration of the problem set, this problem was not included. It was
however discovered through the iterative design process (specifically through an
interview with another faculty member at UMD) that the problem set lacked motivation
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and the establishment of a base level of biological knowledge. The design team then
developed the problem as a motivational paragraph to frame the problem set.
As the iterative design process continued, we observed in our student interviews
that the students were not reading the motivational paragraph. After discussion, the
design team changed the motivational paragraph to a problem to ensure student
engagement. We then added a directive statement to the paragraph and shifted the
numbering of the remaining problems. This was successful in future iterations for
obtaining student engagement.
The directive in this problem is designed to encourage students to pull from their
own prior basic biological knowledge. The entire problem set is designed in such a way
as to examine this base level of knowledge through a physical lens and increase
understanding of biological systems. The final problem of this problem set (Problem 11)
is useful for assessing whether the students’ level of biological understanding has
increased and will be discussed later on in this chapter.
A broad range of responses to this problem are expected, as base levels of
biological knowledge vary. (One semester of college biology is a pre-requisite for this
physics course, and most students have completed two or more terms.) While there is no
one ideal response, some responses may include aspects of cell morphology and cell
differentiation or the idea that the characteristics that surround a cell will affect how the
cell differentiates. As was discussed in Chapter 2, pressure has a strong impact on the
development of the cell. One example is the constricting of a blood vessel which can
cause a blood cell passing through it to elongate, thus altering the natural shape.
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5.2 Problem 2 introduces the notion of determining pressure difference
through visual inspection.
5.2.1 Problem Text

Following the motivational first problem, the second problem moves into an
examination of pressure differentials through the consideration of fluids in a pipe. It was
designed as a qualitative introduction to the concept of pressure differentials. The
problem text for problem two is as follows:

2. (i) The illustration below shows a pipe containing two fluids. The view
is of a cross-sectional slice of the pipe. The fluids in the pipe are separated by an
elastic membrane that is fixed to the pipe. Consider the interface of the fluids as
a hemispherical dome. Use words to describe how you could tell by looking if the
two static, incompressible fluids in the pipe (pictured below) have the same or
different internal pressures.
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(ii) Draw free body diagrams for each of the small patches of surface area
at the locations (I, II, and III) indicated below. State whether or not there is a net
force at each location, and if there is, indicate the direction of the force.

(iii) In a different experiment with the same membrane materials, the
curvature of the membrane is higher. What can you conclude about the pressures
in the new scenario with regards to the initial scenario from part (i)?

(iv) In a different experiment with the same membrane materials, the
curvature of the membrane is higher. What will change (if anything) in the free
body diagrams for locations I, II, and III as drawn for part (ii)?

(v) Suppose there are now three fluids in the pipe, as pictured below.
Fluid A and fluid B may or may not be the same. Rank the fluids in terms of
greatest to least pressure.
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5.2.2 Problem Description

The problem begins by presenting a scenario depicting two fluids in a horizontal
pipe. From visual examination, we know that fluid B has a greater pressure than fluid A
as indicated by a curved membrane that is protruding from fluid A into fluid B. If fluid A
and fluid B were exerting equal amounts of force on the membrane, then the membrane
would be a flat surface. The fact that it is hemispherical tells us that one is pushing
harder than the other. In this scenario, fluid B is exerting more force and thus has a
greater pressure. While this is an intuitive result that almost every student will come up
with, we want them to see how this result in fact follows from the basic principles of
Newtonian mechanics.
The next component involves considering three separate small patches of surface
area on the interface of the two fluids. The areas are located near the top horizontal
boundary of the pipe (point I), the center (point II), and the lower boundary of the pipe
(point III). The three distinct free body diagrams (FBD) for each of the selected points
along the membrane should be created.
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Each of the three created FBDs should include the forces from each fluid and
surface tension and indicate that the net force is zero. Each FBD should resemble the
others in terms of the magnitude of the vectors and relative direction, meaning the
direction of the vectors in relation to each other within a given FBD. The vectors are
distinct in direction; each diagram should be similar to the others in terms of magnitude.
The original FBD could be rotated along the membrane to be placed in locations two and
three.
To be technically correct, the FBDs should consider all three dimensions
(dimensions x, y, and z being the traditional x and y along the flat surface of a paper and z
protruding from the page) however students in our IPLS course typically neglected the zdimension. Example FBD illustrations considering all three dimensions are below:

Location I:
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Location II:

Location III:
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Each of these illustrations shows six vectors. The vectors correspond to the force
due to tension in the membrane (FM) and the forces due to the pressures of the fluids
((FA) and (FB) for fluids A and B respectively). The critical point of the illustrations is
that the tension vectors do not balance because of the curvature of the membrane. This is
described further below.
There will be forces due to tension in the membrane in all three dimensions. The
vectors due to the tension force in the membrane should be along the membrane, bent
slightly inward towards the direction of fluid B. We chose to illustrate the vectors into
the z-dimension via a dotted line. One may omit the vectors in the z-direction or modify
the wording of the problem in such a way as to encourage the consideration of all three
dimensions.
There are also forces due to the pressure of the fluids. Considering a tiny patch of
the membrane, the pressure force of fluid B is greater than the pressure force of fluid A.
This is shown by the magnitude of the vectors orthogonal to the membrane patch. The
vector protruding into fluid A is greater than the vector protruding into fluid B. The
difference in magnitude is proportional to the sum of the components of the forces due to
membrane tension along the axis parallel to the forces due to pressure.
Additionally, since the scenario is static, all of the forces are in equilibrium; there
is no net force. All of the components of each of the vectors along a given axis combine
to cancel each other out. The main point is that we know that the tension vectors are not
balanced so the pressure forces must balance them. This means that the net pressure
force is out so the inner pressure must be greater than outer pressure (with "inner" here
being on the side of the center of the curvature).
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The problem continues by examining a different scenario (that does not have an
accompanying illustration). The new scenario has a greater membrane curvature than the
prior scenario, which means that it is a tighter circle and indicates that the pressure
differential between the two fluids is a larger pressure differential. The difference in the
pressures of the fluids in this scenario is greater than the difference in pressures of the
fluids in the first scenario.
The FBDs will also adjust in that there will be a greater imbalance of the forces
due to pressure. The difference in the magnitude of the pressures orthogonal to the patch
of membrane will be greater, as the push of B on A is greater than the push of A on B by
a greater amount. Additionally, the angle of the vectors due to the tensions forces to a
line tangent to the membrane will be greater. They will deviate more from being
perfectly parallel, in the direction more towards B to establish equilibrium. Also, the
more curved the membrane is, the longer the force vectors will need to be, which
confirms the tighter radius of the circle.
The following (final) component of the problem introduces a third fluid into the
pipe. Instead of fluid B protruding into fluid A, we now examine fluid B is protruding
outwards in the directions of both fluids A and C. From the previous parts of this
problem, we know that fluid B is of greatest pressure. The curvature of the A/B interface
exactly matches the curvature of the B/C interface. Since the curvature is the same
curvature, the same pressure differential exists between fluid B and the fluids to either
side. B is the greatest pressure, and A and C are at a less pressure but are equal to each
other.
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To confirm that the curvature of the A/B interface exactly matches the curvature
of the B/C interface, one can measure them directly or either fold the printed document to
overlay the curvatures or, if viewing electronically, can capture and overlay a screenshot.
This component moves the students towards thinking about a more complex scenario and
serves as preparation to move into problem 3.

5.3 Problem 3 facilitates interdisciplinary modeling.
5.3.1 Problem Text

Problems one and two introduced the problem set and the physical concept of
pressure differentials. Problem three is designed to investigate the pressure-differentials
involved in more complicated non-living system before engaging in interdisciplinary
modeling. This problem provides an opportunity for the students to engage in creating a
toy model of a living system and discussing the limitations of such model. The problem
text is as follows:
Suppose two bubbles are captured in the moment pictured. For each of
the scenarios in the diagrams below, showing a cross sectional center slice of the
bubbles, state whether the internal pressure of bubble A is greater than, less than,
or equal to the internal pressure of bubble B, and how that relates to the pressure
of the surrounding environmental pressure, C. Each bubble may or may not be
made of the same material.
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(i) Using greater than or equal to signs, rank the pressures in the
following scenarios. If the ranking cannot be determined, state what additional
information would be needed.

Scenario 1:

Scenario 4:

Scenario 2:

Scenario 5:
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Scenario 3:

Scenario 6:

(ii) If you declared that any of the scenarios could not be fully ranked,
what additional information would you need to know in order to fully determine
the ranking, and what would that ranking be?

(iii) If instead of the cross-sectional slice of attached bubbles, the images
above are now the view through an inverted microscope showing various different
objects attached and suspended in solution. Each object is made of a
phospholipid bilayer encasing a homogenous colloidal liquid. Would your
responses for part (i) change? If so, how? If not, why not?

(iv) If instead of the above scenarios, the images above are now the view
through an inverted microscope of spherical circulating tumor cells that are
attached to each other and suspended in solution, would your responses for part
(iii) change? If so, how? If not, why not?

5.3.2 Problem Description
This problem considers six scenarios that arise when two bubbles of the same or
of different pressures and/or material and/or sizes are adhered together. The problem
does not specify the material of which the bubbles are made. The bubbles share a
common environment. The curvature at the interface is examined to identify which
pressure is greater. In this question, each of the scenarios shows bubble A on the left,
bubble B on the right, and the environment, labeled C. The pressures are then ranked in
relation to each other.
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This problem is designed in such a way that it is not necessary to use or even
know the equation for Laplace Pressure, which relates the pressures to the surface tension
and radius. One is, however, welcome to utilize it if so be desired.
In scenario one, there is no curvature at the interface of the bubbles. The
intersection of these two bubbles forms a straight line (when considering the crosssectional center slice). The pressure difference between the two balloons is zero. The
environmental pressure is less than the pressures inside of the bubbles. The pressure of
bubble A is equal to the pressure of bubble B and both are greater than the environmental
pressure, C. This is true regardless of whether the membrane tensions are the same or
not. Shorthand: A=B>C
In the second scenario, bubble A has a positive curvature, protruding into bubble
B, which indicates that the pressure of bubble A is of a greater pressure than the pressure
of bubble B. The pressure of bubble A and the pressure of bubble B are still greater than
the pressure of the external environment, C because they are protruding outward.
Shorthand: A>B>C
In the third scenario, bubble B has a protruding positive curvature into bubble A,
which means of the pressure in bubble B is greater than the pressure of bubble A, though
it is of a smaller size. The pressures of bubble A and of bubble B are both greater than
the pressure of the external environment, C. Shorthand: B>A>C
In the fourth scenario, there is again no curvature at the interface. Though the
bubbles are of different sizes (having different radii), the pressure difference between the
two bubbles is zero. The surface tension must differ between the bubbles. The pressure
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of bubble A is equal to the pressure of bubble B and both are greater than the
environmental pressure, C. Shorthand: A=B>C
In the fifth and sixth scenarios, there is not enough information to state a relative
pressure differential between bubbles A and B. Either the surface tension or the relative
internal pressures is needed to determine the solution. In both scenarios, bubbles A and
bubble B have greater pressures that the external environment. Shorthand: A>C and B>C
The third sub-component of the problem set, (3. (ii)), focuses on scenarios 5 and
6, in which the objects are not in contact.
Scenario 5: We know that the pressure of A is greater than the pressure in the
external environment, C, and that the pressure of B is greater than the pressure in the
external environment, C, because of the curvatures of each bubble. What we cannot
make any statement about is the relative pressure differential between A and B because
while they look like they have the same radius of curvature in Scenario 5, they could
have different surface tensions and they could, in fact, be at a different pressure
difference to the outside medium C.
Scenario 6: We know that again the pressure of A is greater than the pressure in
the external environment, C, and that the pressure of B is greater than the pressure in the
external environment, C, because of the curvatures of each bubble. What we cannot
make any statement about is the relative pressure differential between A and B because
while they look like they have different radius of curvature in Scenario 6, they could have
different surface tensions and they could, in fact, be at a different pressure difference to
the outside medium C. We do not whether or not they have the same surface tension, and
since we do not, we cannot make a statement about the ranking.
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The third and fourth components combine to present the opportunity to engage in
interdisciplinary modeling. Elements include creating a toy model of two cells, and
discussing the limitations of the model, and proposing how to make the toy model more
robust. It may also be useful to note that in the literature, the model of a cell as being a
liquid surrounded by an elastic cortical shell is a most popular model for and is
surprisingly good at predicting cellular deformation in various scenarios [129].
The third component addresses a non-living system comprising two phospholipid
bilayers encasing homogenous colloidal liquids and suspended in solution. A
phospholipid bilayer can have a variation of tension; the surface tension may be unequal.
The previous scenario contained homogenous liquids; the fact that the homogenous fluids
are now homogenous colloidal liquids does not affect the scenario so long as the
substrates are not creating internal structure.
The fourth component was specifically designed to elicit interdisciplinary
modeling with the aims being to promote engagement with the model and to discuss the
limitations of the model. There are two natural responses to this problem, both of which
require engaging with the model.
The first response is to recognize that a cell can indeed be modeled as a
phospholipid bilayer encasing a homogenous colloidal liquid, as a first-order
approximation. This type of model is useful in the classical research method of
micropipette aspiration as was discussed in Chapter 2. This response recognizes the
scenarios in which this toy model is useful without further refinement.
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The second response is to note the limitations of the model first and suggest
additional parameters for inclusion. While in some instances, the approximation of a cell
as a phospholipid bilayer surrounding a homogenous colloidal fluid is sufficient (as a toy
model), there are a number of scenarios in which this approximation would not provide
as robust of a model as needed.
For cases in which the toy model is not sufficient, biological contributions should
be taken into account. Biologically speaking the cytosol contains a strong structure, the
cytoskeleton, which changes and grows and attaches to the membrane. There is a cortical
tension that encompasses the tension in the membrane along with the tension due to
internal cellular and transmembrane structures. And an actual phospholipid bilayer
membrane in a cell varies in tension along the membrane itself. There is a difference in
cortical tension and a membrane or surface tension. All of these biological factors (and
others) contribute and could be cited to create a more refined model.

5.4 Problem 4 introduces a real-world research method.

After introducing the idea of interdisciplinary modeling in problem three, the
fourth problem shows how such modeling is used in a classical, real-world research
method. It was designed to provide an example for students on how these concepts are
utilized in the real world. The problem text for problem four is as follows:
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5.4.1 Problem Text

4. A classical research technique called micropipette aspiration involves
aspirating a cell into a micropipette to determine its cellular mechanical
properties. Let’s investigate how this process works.

The illustration on the right depicts
a single cell (dark gray) being sucked into
a pipette (light gray) in suspension (white)
during the process of micropipette
aspiration. The protrusion of the cell into
the pipette is equal to the radius of the
pipette and creates a hemispherical dome.

The illustration includes the following labels: pressure inside of the cell
Pc, pressure inside of the pipette Pp, and pressure in the surrounding liquid PL.

Rank the pressures in terms of smallest to largest.

5.4.2 Problem Description
Using visual examination: PL is less than Pc as is determined by observation of
the boundary of PL and Pc. Pp is also less than Pc as is determined by the visual
examination of the boundary of Pp and Pc. In both of the instances we can make this
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claim because Pc protrudes outward into PL and Pp. We now examine the radius of
curvature of Pc. The curvature between Pp and Pc is a smaller radius of curvature than
the curvature between PL and Pc.
We know from Problem 1 that, holding other parameters constant, as the circle of
radius is smaller, the pressure difference is greater. The pressure difference between Pc
and Pp must be greater than the pressure difference between Pc and PL. Pp must therefore
be less than PL.
From the Young-Laplace Equation, 𝛥𝑃 = 2𝛾

(
7

in the case of a perfect sphere

where (ΔP) is the pressure difference between the internal and external pressures; (γ) is
the surface tension; and (R) is the principal radius of curvature (as noted in Chapter 2).
From this we observe that since R is in the denominator, the change in pressures must be
greater and therefore the smaller pressure must be even smaller. Pp is less than PL.
Shorthand: Pc > PL > Pp

5.5 Problem 5 introduces the equation for Laplace Pressure.

The first four problems in the problem set have been entirely qualitative in nature.
In problem five we introduce—for the first time in this problem set—the Laplace
Pressure equation. This problem along with problems six through eight were designed to
increase student comfort with this formula and with mapping meaning onto these
symbols. The text of problem five is as follows:
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5.5.1 Problem Text
5. In class you were given that for a sphere ΔP= 2γ/r. Show how this is
possible (true).

5.5.2 Problem Description

This problem was developed for multi-level use; one may differentiate wording
according to level of course and desired response. In upper-division courses, a derivation
for the Laplace Pressure equation may be appropriate. In lower-division courses, the
problem can be modified to confirm by dimensional analysis. Dimensional analysis
shows how it is possible. A derivation shows how it is true. The wording may be
selected according to one’s needs.

To conduct the dimensional analysis:
Pressure has units of force per length squared. Gamma has units of force per
length, and radius has units of length. Force per length squared is equal to force per
length squared.

To conduct the derivation:
Considered a perfect hemisphere in three dimensions, oriented so that the flat
portion lies along the horizontal X-axis, extending in the Z direction, as to have no Y
component. The radius of the hemisphere is defined to be R. There is a given internal
pressure (P) inside of the hemisphere and a surface tension (γ).
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To derive the Laplace pressure, we will first consider the sum of the forces in the
vertical direction. Given that pressure, a scalar quantity, is defined as being the amount
8

of perpendicular force (F) applied over a given surface area (A) (𝑃 = ), rearranging to
9

force is pressure times area (𝐹 = 𝑃 ∗ 𝐴), allows us to solve for force due to pressure.
Below is a slide from the first-semester course on Laplace Pressure, illustrating a bubble
and the forces acting on it.

First, we will consider the sum of the forces in the vertical direction. Take the
centermost point of the flat plane of the hemisphere lying along the X-and-Z-axes.
Extending a vector from this point to any point on the domed surface of the hemisphere
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will give a distance (R). First, we will identify a center distance vector that begins at the
centermost point of the flat plane and extends vertically upwards, parallel to the Y-axis.
At the point which this vector intersects the surface of the hemisphere, we will
consider the surrounding small region of surface area. Area must be considered because
pressure is determined by considering the force over a given area, not over a given point.
At this small selection of surface area, there will be a force, directed outwards due to the
internal pressure inside of the domed hemisphere. This force will be normal to the
surface area and point directly upwards, along the Y-axis.
Now let us consider another small region of the surface of the hemisphere some
distance away from the surface region surrounding our center position. The vector
indicating the distance from the centermost point of the flat plane of the hemisphere
(located along the X-and-Z axes) to the surface of the hemisphere is still the distance R.
We will now define theta to be the angle between our original R vector and the R vector
associated with the new position.
The location where this vector reaches the surface of the hemisphere will also
have a force due to pressure at this small region that is normal to the surface. This vector
indicating the outward force due to internal pressure will have both horizontal and
vertical components. The new vector of interest will be the vertical component of the
force due to pressure vector.
To isolate the vertical component of this force due to pressure, we first considered
theta, which is the angle between our new and original R vectors and, by the rules of
trigonometry, is also the angle between our external pressure vectors and our vertical
component of force due to internal pressure. The vertical component of force due to
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pressure is the cosine of theta times the magnitude of the original force due to pressure
vector. This stems from the rules of trigonometry which define the cosine of the angle as
being the adjacent side over the hypotenuse of a given right triangle.
Now that we have the vertical component of the force due to pressure, let us
consider the second variable in the (𝐹 = 𝑃 ∗ 𝐴) equation, the area. First consider the
same vector as was considered while determining the force due to pressure that begins
at the central point on the flat horizontal plane of the hemisphere and is directed to a
given point at the surface. Now instead of anchoring this vector to a fixed location
on the surface of the hemisphere, allowed it to move freely about the Y-axis while
keeping it anchored at the central point.
If we allowed this vector to travel along the Z-axis, maintaining a constant
position on the X and Y axes, it would in essence draw a circle on the surface
of the dome, if one were observing the hemisphere from above. This circle would be
located on the same Y-plane, parallel to the bottom plane of the hemisphere. The area of
this newly identified circle would be two times π times r, where r, the radius of the circle,
is given as R times the sine of theta (R sin θ ) by the aforementioned rules of
trigonometry.
Now let us consider the third dimension to determine the surface area. As you
move the newly created circle along the surface of the hemisphere in the Y dimension,
the radius of the circle, r, will be changing, as confirmed by the fact that the sine of theta
is changing. To incorporate the surface area of the hemisphere covered by this change,
we include r times the derivative of theta. Combining this with our previously
determined value of 2πR, we now consider the change in area to be 2πR2sin θ dθ
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Referring back to our equation (𝐹 = 𝑃 ∗ 𝐴), we now know that the derivative of
force is equal to the pressure times the cosine of theta times the constants 2π times the
radius of the hemisphere squared times the derivative of theta. (𝑑𝐹 = 𝑃 cos θ ∗
sin θ 2π𝑅* dθ).
Integrating, we arrive at (𝐹 = 𝑃π𝑅*
H/*
2 cos
J

θ ∗ sin θ dθ is equivalent to

H/*
2 cos
J

H/*
sin
J

θ ∗ sin θ dθ). Given that

2θ dθ, we solve this integral to be 1.

To simplify our force in the Y-direction due to pressure to be equal to the constant π
times the squared of the radius times the pressure. (𝐹 = 𝜋𝑅* 𝑃).
Combining this with force due to tension, where force is equal to surface tension
(𝛾) times the given length (L), we have (𝐹 = 𝛾𝐿 = 𝛾2𝜋𝑅). We set these two force
equations equal and arrive at (𝐹 = 𝛾2𝜋𝑅 = 𝜋𝑅* 𝑃). Solving for P, we have two times
the surface tension divided by the radius (𝑃 = 2𝛾/𝑅).

5.6 Problem 6 furthers student familiarity with Laplace Pressure.

Problem six, coupled with problems five, seven, and eight, were designed to
increase student comfort with the equation for Laplace Pressure. This problem was
designed to encourage mapping meaning onto the symbols and exploring the
relationships between the variables in the equation. The text of problem six is the
following:
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5.6.1 Problem Text

6. (i) Now that you are familiar with the Laplace Pressure equation,
consider the following scenario: Two attached bubbles are in an environment of
constant atmospheric pressure. The internal pressure of each of the attached
bubbles remains constant, as does the surface tension. What happens to the
curvature of the bubbles as atmospheric pressure increases? What happened to
the radius?

(ii) Now holding atmospheric pressure, and the internal pressure of the
bubbles constant, what happens to the curvature when surface tension increases?

(iii) Now holding atmospheric pressure and surface tension constant, what
happens as the internal pressure of the bubbles decrease?

(iv) Now let's examine the interface of the two bubbles. If the pressure of
the first bubble is greater than the pressure in the second bubble, what does the
interface of the two bubbles look like?

5.6.2 Problem Description
The problem commences by considering a scenario that does not typically occur
in everyday interactions—the fact that the internal pressures of each of the bubbles
remain constant. Neglecting this fact leads to an answer that the curvature and radius
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both decrease. The correct response is that the curvatures and radius will both increase.
As the external pressure increases, the pressure differential decreases. Gamma remains
unchanged.
In the second component, both the atmospheric pressure and the internal pressure
of the bubbles are constant therefore the pressure differential is constant. If surface
tension increases, the curvatures will increase proportionately.
In the third component, the atmospheric pressure and surface tension are constant;
in the equation gamma and external pressure are constant. As internal pressure
decreases, the pressure differential will decrease therefore the curvatures will increase.
The fourth component may also be modified according to the level of the
students. The information in the quotes may or may not be inserted: “Two bubbles are
located at a distance of separation less than the sum of their two radii.” This insertion
may be included for upper-level courses and for Teaching Assistant instruction. This is
omitted for introductory level courses as it adds an element of unnecessary complexity at
that level.
If the pressure of the first bubble is greater than the pressure in the second bubble,
at the interface, the curvature of the bubbles will be in the direction of the center of the
second bubble.

Problem 7 uses a simulation to visualize the effects of Laplace Pressure.

The seventh problem continues the focus on the equation for Laplace Pressure but
now moves to an online simulation platform. This problem was designed to increase
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student comfort with the formula while allowing them to visually examine the effects of
adjusting various parameters. The text of problem seven is as follows:

5.7.1 Problem Text
7. Consider the simulation found via the link on your course website or by
visiting: http://ggbtu.be/m2118515. Use the simulation to create each of the
scenarios in question 6 and test your answers. For each of the above parts (i-iv)
state whether your answers agree or disagree.

5.7.2 Problem Description
This question asks students to engage with a simulation I created using the online
developmental platform GeoGebra.

The simulation has the following introduction:

Below you will find a simulation of two bubbles. The bubble on the left
with the green boundary is bubble one, and the bubble on the right with
the blue boundary is bubble two. What is shown on the screen is a twodimensional cross-sectional area of the three-dimensional bubbles.

You can change the parameters of the two bubbles and their environment
via the sliders in the left-hand tool bar by sliding the black dot along the
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gray line. The scenario is set up now so that bubble one should have a
greater pressure that bubble two. Feel free to play with the parameters as
much as you like, but if your lines disappear, your bubble “popped”!

Parameters:
“a” is the atmospheric pressure
“g” is the surface tension
“p” is the pressure in bubble one
“p’” is the pressure in the bubble two

Two possible scenarios for the parameters set by the students:
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The completion of this problem provokes intuition refinement or answer
confirmation, depending on prior responses.

5.8 Problem 8 addresses any prior mistakes in applying the equation for
Laplace Pressure.
The eighth problem is the final problem that deals explicitly with the Laplace
Pressure equation. It was designed to provide an opportunity to the students to reconcile
any mistakes of misconceptions in their prior problem responses. The problem text is as
follows:

5.8.1 Problem Text
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8. If any parts of your answers to questions 6 and 7 did not agree, what
happened? If they did agree, why do you think that is?

5.8.2 Problem Description
This problem is provided an explicit opportunity to discuss and rectify any
disagreements. Answers will vary based on prior response.

If the answers do not agree, one may have engaged in the wrong assumption
about whether the pressure differential was increasing or decreasing or about whether
surface tension was holding constant or non-constant or failing to recognize the inverse
relationship between the radius and pressure differential.

Additionally, it may be beneficial to recognize that in our own real-world
experiences, what we commonly experience is constant atmospheric pressure. We do not
frequently encounter scenarios containing a varying pressure differential or scenarios
when multiple variables are held constant.

5.9 Problem 9 provides a quantifiable example of the application of the
Laplace Pressure equation.

The ninth problem returns to the classical research method introduced earlier in
the problem set, this time applying the equation for Laplace Pressure to yield a
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quantitative result. This problem was designed to build off of the qualitative responses of
the students in problem four. The problem text for problem nine is as follows:

5.9.1 Problem Text

9. Consider the micropipette
system introduced in question 4, pictured
at right, and the Laplace pressure
formula from question 5.

(i) What is the surface tension of
the cell in terms of the radii and the given
pressures?

(ii) If the pressure in the pipette is 1 kPa less than the pressure in the
surrounding liquid, estimate the surface tension of the cell.

5.9.2 Problem Description

This problem first involves manipulating the Laplace Pressure equation, to yield:
𝛾 = (𝑃/ − 𝑃. )
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𝑅/ − 𝑅,
2

The second component involves combining estimation with arithmetic. The
pressure difference is given as 1 kPa. A common estimation of cellular radius size is 5
µm. One could estimate the radius of the pipette to be 3 µm. This would yield a surface
tension of 10-3 N/m.

5.10 Problem 10 applies lessons learned to an in vivo scenario.

The tenth problem of the problem moves into an examination of a living system.
The students will use all of the tools they learned throughout the problem set including
the concept of pressure differentials, interdisciplinary modeling, and the Laplace Pressure
equation to describe the system. They will also discuss the limitations of applying a toy
model to the system and where the model breaks down. The problem text is as follows:

5.10.1 Problem Text

10. Now that we have investigated these different scenarios, let’s see how
these principles apply to an in vivo biological scenario. During zebrafish
development, a group of migrating cells deposits neuromasts, which are clusters
of cells that develop into sensory organs.

(i) Some cells have irregular geometry. This could occur for a number of
reasons. What are some biological or physical reasons that could contribute to a
cell’s irregular geometry?
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(ii) When the cells do have irregular geometry, which parts of the Laplace
Pressure formula are affected and in what way?

(iii) What can you say about
the pressure difference of cells A, B,
and C?

(iv) If the surface tension of
these cells ≈ 0.2 mN/m, estimate the
pressure difference between cell A
and its surroundings.

5.10.2 Problem Description

This problem is the apex of the problem set as it incorporates biological
authenticity and modeling. As has been discussed, it has been shown from prior literature
that students, upon perceiving a problem as biologically authentic, more easily identify
with physics, have a more positive affect towards, and become more expert-like in their
ways of knowing [97]. By incorporating biological authenticity, this question seeks to
help students embrace the physical concepts presented and remove the barriers that they
face when approaching physics problems.
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The second important aspect of this problem is its modeling component. One of
the tools commonly used by research scientists in order to understand the world around
them is to create models. It is through making models that insight is gained into the
critical characteristics of a given system. Through making the model, the simplest
components of the systems are identified along with reasoning as to those that must be
included or may not be included. This problem allows students to participate in this as a
complex biological phenomenon is being simplified and a basic model is being applied to
it. This step of simplification is the first step in developing any model that describes a
system, in this case, a biological phenomenon. [218, 219]
As is done in scientific research, the students will be asked to describe where and
why this model breaks down, in the event that it does break down. They discuss what is
needed to be done differently to make a better model so that it could be a case of
modeling the biological system. Creating a full model that accurately and completely
describes the exact pressure difference between the cells of the neuromast is too
complicated for the nature of this course but could be considered for a future more
advanced biophysics course. Nevertheless, creating a basic model and this line of
thinking is beneficial for the students, and therefore is an important component of this
problem.
This problem opens by considering a more intricate scenario that the bubblebased scenarios of Problem 3. The equation for Laplace Pressure should be considered
along with the examination of a cluster of cells called a neuromast, which is deposited by
a group of migrating cells during zebrafish development (which is the biological scenario
discussed in Chapter 3).
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At UMD, the students, before seeing this problem, will have had a course lecture
in which Laplace Pressure is discussed. In the course of this discussion, the students are
asked to consider a spherical bubble, then consider the top half of the bubble, a
hemisphere, and identify what forces act on it. The students are given that the force from
pressure inside the bubble defined as up, must cancel the pull of the surface tension from
the bottom half, defined as down, along with the following formulas:

Fair↑ pressure inside→top half = 12 pA = 12 p(2π r 2 ) = π pr 2
Fs.t.↓ of bot half→top half = γ L = γ (2π r) = 2πγ r
p=

2γ
r
Courtesy Dr. Edward F. Redish – PHYS 131 Course Slides

The takeaway point from the side is a note regarding the radius (r) in the
denominator with the text reading “SMALLER bubble has bigger pressure!” This is our
physics lens that we will utilize to examine this physical system.
Examining each of the components further, we see that the first sub-question is
the culmination of the above parts to this problem as is incorporates biological relevance
as the students now examine their model. The ideal response would recognize that the
irregular geometry of the cells causes the geometric components thus derived pressure
components of their model to break down. The pressure formula was derived based on
the geometry of a perfect hemisphere whereas the cells in this biological environment are
not. However, if assuming the derivation is an approximation, the students may indicate
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that the radius, in the denominator, if actually smaller than predicted by the hemispherical
approximation, will cause an increase in the actual change of pressure while if actually
larger than predicted by the hemispherical approximation, will cause a decrease in the
actual calculated pressure difference.
The students can also mention other biological factors that are not taken into
consideration in this model such as cell-to-cell junctions, changes in surface tension, and
internal cellular pressures arising from subcellular structures, along with other factors that
will contribute to adjustments to and additional parameters in the model.
The second part addresses what components break down. The radius is the most
common response. Students may also comment on the lack of uniform surface tension or
possible pressure differentials of multiple touching cells.
The third part ranks the cells in terms of pressure. This requires usage of the toy
model for cellular pressure. In this model, cells C and B are in contact with a flat
interface. If the students consider the interface between A and B to be flat, they may rank
all cells as equal. They are all greater than the environment. If the students consider
cells A and B to not have a significant enough interface, then C is equal to B and the
relative pressure to A cannot be determined.
The fourth sub-question is another estimation problem. After identifying and
relating relevant aspects, this simplifies to a direct “plug-and-chug” question as the
students are given the formula from the previously mentioned course slide and merely
need to estimate the radius of a cell. They also need to approximate each cell as a
hemisphere, which I hypothesize will cause some of the authentic biological relevance to
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be lost to the students, unless the role of modeling is properly framed. Regardless,
plugging the values gives a pressure difference along the order of 40 N/m2.

5.11 Problem 11 concludes the problem set and allows for reflection on
learning.

The eleventh problem concludes the problem set with returning to a qualitative
problem. This problem was designed for the dual purpose of promoting reflection on the
learning accomplished for the student and allowing the educator to confirm an increase in
biological knowledge, thus having achieved cross-disciplinary authenticity. The problem
text is as follows:

5.11.1 Problem Text
11. Describe qualitatively the role that pressure has in determining cell
shape, citing biological examples.

5.11.2 Problem Description

This question allows the students to reflect on what they learned throughout the
problem set and refine their answer to Problem 1. In Problem 1 the students recognize
the base level of knowledge that they have about a biological system. Throughout the
course of the problem set, they utilize a physics lens and gain a physics tool that they can
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then use to gain more insight into biological systems. This problem set is successful in
being biologically-authentic if the students, coming in with a base level of biological
knowledge, have now used tools and principles of physics to heighten their level of
understanding of biological systems.

5.12 This problem set will be accessible to educators worldwide.

After undergoing an iterative design process (described in Chapter 4), this chapter
has demonstrated that the development of a biologically-authentic, research-based set is
possible and has detailed the contents of the problem set. The student response to this
problem set will be discussed (in Chapter 6), components of which include interview
response data that formulated the development of the problem set and large-scale
deployment after biological-authenticity was achieved.
For educators wishing to deploy this material, this problem set may be accessed
through the existing UMD PERG Wiki and will also be available through the IPLS
Physics Portal (once the portal is fully developed). A copy is included in Appendix A.
Our hope is that it will be utilized by educators worldwide—not only as a complete
problem set for usage in the classroom but also as a template for the development of
additional like problem sets.
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Chapter VI: Collection and Evaluation of Student, Peer, and
Colleague Response in Iterative Design Process

This dissertation has discussed not only the critical role of physics in cell
biomechanics (Chapter 2) and in experimental biophysics research (Chapter 3), but we
have also discussed the formation of biologically-authentic, research-based problems
(Chapters 4 and 5).
This chapter examines the student response during the problem set development
process and during large-scale deployment. During the development process,
incorporating student response led to both changes in the problem set and the
identification of a new methodology—the epistemological bridge. We will also discuss
student response to the deployment of this problem set in the large-scale classroom,
which was at least moderately successful.

6.1 We are motivated by the stance that authenticity leads to understanding.

When life-science students perceive given physics problems as providing
authentic insight into various biological phenomena, they achieve more expert-like ways
of knowing in physics [75, 97]. At an increasing number of universities, such as at the
University of Maryland (UMD), students pursuing biological science and pre-health
degrees will enroll in an IPLS course [66]. Our reformed two-semester calculus-based
IPLS curriculum is the physics component of the National Experiment in Undergraduate
Science (Education (NEXUS/Physics) project, a response to calls from the professional
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medical and biological science communities for a reformed undergraduate science
curriculum [66, 77, 83, 88, 90, 93].

6.2 The initial problem set was perceived as biologically-authentic by the
design team prior to the first iteration.

Our aim was to create a problem set for students that demonstrates the authentic
use of physics in gaining insight into biological systems. The dual goals of this are (1)
having students see the value of mixing physics and biology perspectives and (2)
obtaining novel insight into the biological system, meaning that the students are using
physics to improve their present biological knowledge.
We utilized an iterative design methodology to develop the problem set. We
started with a research-based problem set and went through an iterative design processes
until all stakeholders had converged on a problem-set that was both research-based and
biologically-authentic (as discussed in Chapter 4). Our first iteration was a short four
question problem set. The design team perceived this problem set as being biologically
authentic. The 22nd (final) iteration is an 11 question problem set that is perceived as
being biologically authentic by all stakeholders.
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6.2.1 Discussion with peers during first iteration did not converge on biologicalauthenticity.

After the first version of the problem set was developed, we discussed the
problem set with our peers at UMD. They did not perceive the problem set to be
biologically authentic, so we made adjustments accordingly. This completed the first
iteration.
We then went through eleven cycles of the iterative design process. Throughout
these cycles, the design team presented the problem set to faculty, research assistants, and
other experts. Each time we collected feedback on the problem set and incorporated the
feedback before presenting to a different group of individuals.

6.2.2 Biological-authenticity was not achieved amongst the design team, our peers, and
our colleagues until the 11th iteration.

We went through 11 iterations before converging on a problem set that was
considered biologically-authentic by the design team, our peers, and our colleagues. We
converged on an agreed-upon biologically-authentic, research-based problem set before
beginning student interviews. I organized and managed the design team which included
two faculty members, two graduate students, and myself. Our peers and colleagues were
faculty members, researchers, lecturers, postdocs, and graduate students from my
network with backgrounds ranging from education to physics to biology who were
currently involved with research either at the University of Maryland, College Park or the
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National Institutes of Health. The nature of the changes ranged from grammar and clarity
to conceptual and epistemic.

The next iteration of the problem set incorporated student input, as the final—and
most important—group of stakeholders. The student response was taken into
consideration for four of the iterations with results from multiple students in each
iteration. All stakeholders’ views aligned for the final problem set that was reached after
the 21st iteration.

6.3 Our iterative design development process enabled the successful
production of a problem set that produces desired epistemological shifts in
students.

Including student response in the iterative design process allowed us to realize the
parts of the problem set that did not lead the students to our desired learning outcomes.
The most dramatic of these realizations occurred during version 11 of the problem set.
When this occurred, we built on theory developed for conceptual improvement, which we
adapted and applied to our problem set, which ultimately lead to the largely successful
realization of our desired learning outcomes.
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6.3.1 Version 11 of the problem set did not provoke student engagement in
interdisciplinary modeling.

The first round of student interviews occurred at version 11. (Additional
interviews occurred at versions 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21.) These interviews were in the form
of 3-4 person focus groups. All interviews lasted 50 minutes and were both audio and
video recorded. Four sets of focus group interviews were conducted for problem set
version 11.
Version 11 of the problem set contained a set of questions that were designed to
elicit student engagement in interdisciplinary modeling. This specific subset of questions
was perceived by our design team, peers, and colleagues as appropriate and accurate.
Students were asked about the role pressure plays in biological systems and other
scenarios, both biological and non-biological. However, student focus groups showed
that all four (out of four) student groups did not engage in interdisciplinary modeling.
Each of the groups gave similar responses, indicating that the biology was too complex to
be modeled and that the toy model that they used to model a physical, non-living system
was useless for gaining insight into the biological system. The students did not perceive
the task as being biologically authentic or even relevant therefore this version of the
problem set does not achieve cross-disciplinary authenticity.
The full intention of the design team was that the problem set would facilitate the
students’ consideration of how physics constrains the biology and where the biology
limits the relevance of the simple model and causes it to break down. In each of the
interviews, we see the students reject the model, making statements reasoning why the
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principles of physics do not apply to living cells, but stopping there. The fact that the
students did not engage in creating a simplified biological model is a failure in problem
design and spurred the design team to make further problem set revisions.

6.3.2 A goal of the problem set is to move from the modeling of a physical system to
interdisciplinary modeling.

In the first section of the problem set, before addressing the zebrafish cellular
system, the students are presented with multiple scenarios of two objects either in contact
or distanced (Fig. 25). The students are first asked to consider the shapes as bubbles
[modeling of nonliving systems]. In early iterations of the problem set, the students were
next asked to consider the shapes as cells, modeling of a living system.
After the introductory section, the students consider six scenarios of two nonliving, fluid-filled bubbles captured in a moment (Figure 25). The bubbles are simply
membranes filled with unspecified liquids, both in and out of contact. The problem set
next models the same situation as a comparison of the internal pressure of two cells that
are either touching or separated, suspended in fluid.
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Figure 23. Problem Set Sample.
From Problem 3 on the Laplace Pressure Problem Set. Interfacing or close proximity bubble
scenarios.

Through the consideration of this model, the simplest components of the systems
are identified. The aim of this problem is to allow students to participate in the process of
simplifying a complex biological phenomenon, as simplification is the critical step in
developing any model that describes a physical system.

6.3.3 The initial problem set did not elicit engagement in interdisciplinary modeling.

As is often done in scientific research, in the problem set the students are asked to
describe where and why this model breaks down. They should discuss what further
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parameters could be considered to refine the model. Though creating a model that
accurately describes the exact pressure difference between the cells is too complicated for
this IPLS course, it could be considered for a future more advanced biophysics course.
Nevertheless, creating a basic biological model can be beneficial for researchers as for
students and therefore is an important component of this problem.
There is value in using this model and in considering when, where, and under
what circumstances a given model is appropriate. Yet in every interview (four of four
interviews), we saw the students reject engaging with living-systems modeling. The most
common reason given for rejecting the model was that the biological system of a living
cell was “too complex” and that no insight could be gained from the consideration of a
toy model. The students should consider the following: how the physics constrains the
biology, where the biology limits the model, what causes the model to break down, and
when and where applying a toy model would be useful. However, the students conclude
that this model is too simple; it does not apply due to the complexity of the biological cell
and no insight can be gained. The bottom line is that we want them to discuss where the
model breaks down instead of avoiding the modeling all together.

6.3.4 After the initial student interviews in iteration 11, the other stakeholders
contributed to iterations 12-17.

This valuable feedback obtained from the student focus groups (n=4) for iteration
11 was then taken into consideration by the design team. I then returned to discussions
within our design team as well as with our peers and colleagues and made updates to the
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problem set during iterations 12 – 17. In this time, I identified a new methodology—the
epistemological bridge.
It was during discussion of student interviews and review of the problem set that
one of the members of the design team, Kim Moore, suggested the insertion of an
intermediary step in an attempt to address the previously mentioned design flaw.
Together Kim and I created such a step that would serve as a first order physical
approximation of a cell. Further interviews with the students revealed that this
intermediary step acted as an epistemological bridge and was successful in enabling the
students to engage in interdisciplinary modeling.

6.4 We modified and utilized an adapted bridging methodology to elicit
change in student response.

Before the insertion of the epistemological bridge, our problem was that students
were failing to engage in interdisciplinary modeling, which is an epistemic difficulty. By
epistemic difficulty, I mean that the difficulty is epistemological in nature. Epistemology
is, according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, the study or a theory of the nature and
grounds of knowledge especially with reference to its limits and validity. Epistemology
deals with knowledge: how do we know and what does it mean to know something? [220,
221]
This type of epistemic difficulty is similar at some level to the conceptual
difficulties students have with physics. These conceptual difficulties have been studied
extensively. For example, in a 1993 publication by J. Clement, researchers addressed
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student difficulties in dealing with preconceptions in physics [105]. These researchers
propose a strategy that involved inserting a bridging case to link an anchor to a target
example.
The target example was a book on a table with the goal of having students
recognize that static objects could exert forces. Before intervention, 76% of their
population indicated that a table does not exert a force on a book resting on it. This is the
target scenario. In the same population, 96% of the students indicated that a spring will
exert a force on an individual’s hand when pushing down on the spring. This scenario
served as the anchor.
The intermediary step is the insertion of a conceptual bridging case. The bridging
case is a scenario in which a book is placed on a thin flexible board. This bridging
analogy is “the strategy of finding an intermediate third case that shares features with
both the original case and the analogous case” (Clement 1993).

J. Clement, J. Res. Sci. Teaching 30 (10), 1241 (1993)
Figure 24. Clement Conceptual Bridging Strategy
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This technique proved successful for Clement’s students to move from the anchor
to the target and has been widely utilized since publication [222–226].

6.4.1 We are introducing a new theoretical construct, the epistemological bridge.

Clement introduced a conceptual bridging case to facilitate students moving from
the anchor to the target. It is common to think of bridges as conceptual bridges, but this
does not have to be the case. In the case of the Laplace Pressure Problem Set, the
students did not have a conceptual need for a bridge. The barrier for moving from the
anchor to the target was not a conceptual one but an epistemological one.
Here we present a new theoretical construct, the epistemological bridge. The
epistemological bridge is designed to provide framework for the students to engage in
successful interdisciplinary modeling. The insertion of the epistemological bridge
components enabled the students to engage in biological modeling, the aim of this
component of the problem set.

6.4.2 The epistemological bridge is the intermediary component.

It was not until we introduced an intermediary component between the non-living
and living systems component that we saw the students engage in modeling for the living
system. The intermediary component asked the students:
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“If instead of the cross-sectional slice of attached bubbles, the images above are
now the view through an inverted microscope showing various different objects
attached and suspended in solution. Each object is made of a phospholipid
bilayer encasing a homogenous colloidal liquid. Would your responses for part
(i) [the non-living system] change? If so, how? If not, why not?”

6.5 Students engage in interdisciplinary modeling in interviews for version
17.
As mentioned, in the initial versions of the problem set, the students do not
attempt to engage in interdisciplinary modeling (addressing why the model breaks down),
illustrating a lack of the interdisciplinary shift of perspective that would allow them to
consider the implications of the physics for the biology. Modeling is a useful tool in
many types of research (and in life in general). There is value in considering when,
where, and under what circumstances this (or any) model is appropriate. In the discipline
of physics, for example, we use the approximations of “massless strings” (neglecting
mass) and “frictionless pulleys” (neglecting friction) as minimal models in certain
scenarios. In this problem set, the goal of the design team was to hear the students
discuss specific parameters that were not being included in the model such as
“intercellular component-less cells” (neglecting the actin cytoskeleton) for example.
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6.5.1 Insertion of intermediary component elicits interdisciplinary modeling.

After the insertion of this intermediary component, the epistemological bridge, the
students readily engaged in interdisciplinary modeling in all six focus group interviews.
The move from the anchor scenario to the bridging case to the target scenario is
successful for each group.
Success is defined as engagement with the interdisciplinary model and to
recognize the interplay of physics and biology which is an epistemological issue as the
physics constrains the cell. The cell, which is a biological system, is also a physical
system. Part of the instructional design goal is getting the students to deeply think about
what they are doing and not just accept results.

6.5.2 In interviews, students discuss where the model breaks down.

The ideal response is that students will reflect on and engage with the model and
explicitly state where the model would break down (Response #1). The second
successful response is that students will recognize that biological systems and that they
follow the laws of physics and can be approximated as a toy model (Response #2).
Below is an excerpt from a focus group interview of the students discussing the
problem set and providing an answer in line with Response #1:

“So the tumor cells are cells, and for [problem] two even though they didn't say it
was a cell—they said phospholipid bilayer—but the first thing that came to mind
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was cell. Because cells have a phospholipid bilayer… It should stay the same.
Though a cell has more internal structures in the cytoplasm. So I guess it not
completely similar, and cells have things pushing against the membrane… but
overall should stay the same.”

The students discuss some of the biological structures that were not taken into
consideration with the bridging scenario but then recognize that the cell can be
approximated as the model.

6.5.3 The epistemological bridge enables students to move into interdisciplinary
modeling.

Clements’s flexible board case is a conceptual bridge, as the aim is to get students
to see a desktop as a bit flexible. The bridging example in this problem, the phospholipid
bilayer encasing a homogenous colloidal liquid, is not providing the students a new way
to look at the biophysics of the cell. What it is doing is providing them epistemological
reasons to move to the target scenario.
It is providing the students permission to apply the laws of physics to the
biological system. It stems from epistemological reasons instead of conceptual reasons
as it cues the students to realize that it is acceptable to use a simplified model. It is
working differently than phenomenological primitives activation in that we are not
activating new conceptual resources and instead new epistemological resources are being
activated [227–232].
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To further clarify, in the flexible board case, when the students moved from
spring to solid board, the problem was not that they thought that the solid board on the
desk was too complicated to be modeled by the spring. The students simply did not
recognize the desk as exerting force. The bridging case allowed the students to realize
that the desk is indeed exerting force on the book.
In our case, moving from the bubbles (the anchor) to the cells (the target) directly
did not work. In contrast to the flexible board case, however, the lack of movement was
not due to a conceptual reason. It was that the students thought that the biological
scenario was too complex and the principles of physics would not apply, which is an
epistemological reason. The insertion of the intermediate step allowed for the
epistemological bridge to be crossed.
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6.6 The problem set was fully deployed after 21 iterations.

After 21 iterations of the problem set, the design team, our colleagues, peers, and
students had finally converged on a problem set that all parties deemed as biologically
authentic. This means that all stakeholders agreed that biological insight would be gained
by going through the problem set. At this point it was considered ready for deployment
in the IPLS classroom.
This problem set in its entirety is an 11 question collection that takes many typical
IPLS students multiple hours to complete. For our IPLS course, we have a 50-minute
recitation session. Due to the time constraints of the recitation, we opted to select a
portion of the problem set for deployment; the students worked approximately four to
five problems in recitation.

6.6.1 Deployment uses may vary according to needs and course level.

This problem set may be utilized in other manners of deployment for IPLS
students such a series of homework problems, over multiple recitations or as a group
exam. Deploying it in a series of homework problems could be beneficial if the students
are learning about pressure over a multi-week period, so that they build a theme over the
weeks in the homework set. Depending on the number of problems selected, they could
be coupled along with other homework problems as needed. Another option is to deploy
it as multiple (two to three) recitations.
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Another deployment option is to deploy a portion of the problem set as a group
exam. The beginning parts of the problem set could be introduced in a recitation, and the
remaining parts administered in a group exam format. For an upper level course, this
could be deployed as a single problem set.

6.7 UMD large-scale class deployment occurred in the form of a recitation.

Recitation sections at UMD are 50-minute sessions occurring immediately before a
two-hour laboratory period. Students work in groups of four and work together to
complete a worksheet. The worksheets are not (typically) collected and are not graded.
Due to length and time constrictions, for deployment in our IPLS course at UMD, we
opted to select a portion of the problems for deployment. The design team selected:

•

Problem one; motivation question

•

Problem two; parts (i) – (v) only; nonliving physical modeling of fluid(s) in a tube

•

Problem three; interdisciplinary modeling

•

Problem ten; in vivo application

•

Problem eleven; reflections on learning

We were aware that it was more than the students could accomplish in the 50-minute
time frame, and we had no groups complete the entire recitation. Most groups completed
the first three problems.
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The class norm in the recitation is for the papers not to be collected. The students
generally work in groups of four and sometimes take notes. For this recitation, we asked
the students to physically write down the answers and turn in their papers for analysis.
As mentioned, this was very different for the class, but we still had over 200 students
comply (n=214).
The results were then analyzed by the lead team designer, and inter-rater
reliability was conducted for 50% of the student responses. We were particularly
interested in the inter-disciplinary modeling component (Problem 3) as this is the target
of our epistemological bridge.

6.7.1 There are five categories of student response types.
For this discussion, recall the fourth component of question 3 of the problem set:

(iv) If instead of the above scenarios, the images above are now the view through
an inverted microscope of spherical circulating tumor cells that are attached to
each other and suspended in solution, would your responses for part (iii) change?
If so, how? If not, why not?

This question is asking the students to move from the bridging case to the target case.
The student responses to this question can be organized into the following five
categories:
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1. Yes, because [specific parameters to refine/strengthen the model]
•

actin polymerization or myosin contractility or cytoskeleton or other
subcellular structures that regulate cell shape, etc.

•

transmembrane glycoproteins, adhesion molecules, substrates that
adhere cells together, etc.

•

Diffusion, channels, passing of materials through membrane, etc.

2. No, because [laws of physics/simplified model]
•

cells are physical systems, follow laws of physics, etc.

•

simplified model, good approximation, etc.

3. Yes, because [generic reasons]
•

not engaging with the model i.e. biology is a “black box” and is “too
complex” to be able to gain any insight from a simple model, etc.

4. No, because [generic reasons]
•

not engaging with the model i.e. biology is a “black box” and is “too
complex” to be able to gain any insight from a simple model, etc.

5. Equivocation
•

reasoning which did not support claim, etc.
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6.7.2 The percentage of student responses varied across response types.

For the students we found the following breakdown of responses:

Table 3. Student Response to Target Scenario.

Percentage of Students
Giving Response

Response Category
Yes, because [specific parameters to
refine/strengthen the model]
No, because [laws of physics/simplified
model]
Yes, because [generic reasons]

19
19
10

No, because [generic reasons]

36

Equivocation

16

Student response to the target scenario question. The question reads: “(iv) If instead of the above
scenarios, the images above are now the view through an inverted microscope of spherical
circulating tumor cells that are attached to each other and suspended in solution, would your
responses for part (iii) change? If so, how? If not, why not?”

From this set, 38% of students gave written, favorable responses (Responses 1
and 2). And while a significant percentage of students responded with non-answers or
did not show signs of engaging in modeling, that does not necessarily mean that they did
not engage. It is notable that it is not the class norm to write on let alone provide robust
answers as the recitation documents, as the recitations are not typically collected or
graded. The student behavior in recitation focuses on their interactions and discussion
with their peers instead of writing on paper. It is highly likely that these positive
responses are a lower bound to the number of students having discussions of the type we
were seeking.
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6.7.3 The epistemological bridge is at least partially successful even in large N settings.

In the student interviews after the insertion of the epistemological bridge (n=6),
we saw the epistemological bridge work successfully in all cases. We know that the
epistemological bridge works when students are engaged (such as when they are being
interviewed). This large N study shows that it can also works voluntarily in the recitation
setting. The evidence shows that it is working for a least a significant fraction of the
students (~40%), which is superior to none (0%) in the interviews before the insertion of
the epistemological bridge.

6.8 The creation of additional research-based, biologically-authentic
problem sets is needed.

In addition to providing an example of a research-based, biologically-authentic
problem sets for IPLS students, this work hopes to raise awareness in the PER
community of the need to develop such problem sets and to serve as a catalyst for the
creation of future like problem sets that enable and encourage interdisciplinary modeling.
This work has already served as a catalyst for the creation of additional homework and
exam questions in the IPLS course.
Furthermore, as we have now examined the formation (Chapter 4) and
deployment of this biologically-authentic, research-based problem set (Chapter 5), we
now focus on another aspect of classroom environment—and that is the influence of the
instructor in an IPLS setting (Chapter 7).
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Chapter VII: How an Educator Characterizes Scientific Domains
and Disciplinary Relationships

In this dissertation we have discussed the importance of and method for producing
biologically-authentic, research-based course material (Chapter 4). We presented an
example problem set (Chapter 5) based on current biophysics research (Chapter 3). We
also discussed incorporating student feedback into the design process (Chapter 6) to
achieve biological-authenticity for all stakeholders. This chapter focuses not on the
development and deployment of the biologically-authentic course material but on the
more nebulous component of the positioning of the disciplines of physics and biology in
the classroom.
As educators in an academic setting, we can unwittingly position historically
distinct disciplines in such a way as to communicate overarching messages about these
disciplines in the classroom while lecturing. They may, for example, be positioned as
distinct and different from each other or as more similar and less-siloed as was observed
in this work. And also, as observed in this work, such positioning and the shift in such
positioning, may not be obvious to educators and furthermore may influence students in
unintended ways. Therefore a thorough examination of the positioning of the disciplines
in the classroom is an important first step in understanding what messages are being
communicated to the students, and further work could consider if their uptake influences
student behavior or learning outcomes.
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7.1 Instructors may unwittingly influence the Introductory Physics for the
Life Science classroom environment.

As instructors, lecturers, teachers, and educators, we are responsible for the spirit
and the environment of our classrooms. Anecdotal classroom evidence from both
educators and students at the University of Maryland, College Park (UMD) indicates that
many life science students still experience difficulties even in our reformed Introductory
Physics for the Life Sciences (IPLS) course. Here we analyze how one educator (the
course instructor) positioned scientific disciplines in relation to one another over a twosemester time span, specifically focusing on the nature of physics, the nature of biology,
and the nature of math. In the first iteration of the course, the nature of physics and the
nature of biology were positioned as being different and distinct. In the second iteration,
they were positioned and being similar and less-siloed. The nature of math, in contrast,
was consistently positioned across iterations.
This work examines statements made by the educator during lecture regarding the
nature of physics and nature of biology, which changed between iterations, while
emphasizing the consistency in the positioning of the nature of math. During this twosemester course, the design research team gave formative feedback to the educator
regarding how students were interpreting comments about the disciplines and their
relationships. Our analysis of the educator's discourse in the classroom demonstrates
shifts in the messages the educator sends about the domains of physics and biology. In
year one, physics and biology were largely described as distinct and different, but in year
two they were more frequently described as similar, complementary, and overlapping.
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7.2 Statements regarding the nature of physics and the nature of biology
were prevalent in the IPLS course.

The reformed IPLS course at UMD is the physics component of the National
Experiment in Undergraduate Science Education (NEXUS-Physics) project, a response to
calls from the medical and biological science communities for a reformed undergraduate
curriculum [66, 88]. Other research initiatives regarding the NEXUS-Physics project
have contributed accounts of what students are getting out of these experiences but has
left underspecified what instructors in these environments are communicating regarding
the nature of given disciplines and what such communications may do to enable or
constrain students' learning opportunities [89, 90]. How faculty position the disciplines
relative to one another may influence the way students seek or build connections between
the disciplines, therefore a thorough examination of this positioning is the first step in
examining this potential influence.

7.2.1 We analyzed the positioning of the disciplines by the classroom educator.

When lecturing in front of a classroom, educators may find themselves making
statements without realizing their implications. The commentary can thus shift
drastically without detection from the educator that such a shift is occurring. We, as
educators, communicate many of our expectations for students, only some of which are
deliberate and intentional [233]. Dramatic, unconscious internal shifts may occur in
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educators that do not require a defining moment of clarity. This work analyzes the nature
of such a shift with hopes of raising awareness of this phenomenon within the Physics
Education Research (PER) community.
Furthermore, an analysis of the changing number of times each given discipline
was mentioned yields interesting results for reflection and provides a novel analysis
approach to the community.

7.2.2 Observation occurred during the small N classroom of NEXUS/Physics.

In this work, we examine two sequential implementations of the NEXUS/Physics
course (first and second semester) to discern how the educator shifted in the presented
relationship between the disciplines of physics and biology as well as the unchanging
statements on the nature of math. This two-semester course observation was the first
implementation of the NEXUS/Physics project and occurred during the 2011-2012
academic year.
During this first iteration, there were approximately 25 students in the course.
The course met three times a week for weekly lecture and also had a weekly recitation
and lab component. (The recitation and lab were not considered for this analysis.) The
course contained many of active learning components including small group discussion
and clicker questions.
In addition to receiving feedback from the students throughout the first semester,
the educator also was interacting with an interdisciplinary design team who was
analyzing and discussing what they were observing. The design team also had a meeting
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with the education between the first and second semesters of the course in which they
explicitly discussed the positioning of the domains.

7.2.3 Methods include reviewing recorded lecture video and analyzing field notes.

Video data was collected by my colleagues during the live lecture from the first
and second iterations of the course, in Fall 2011 and Spring 2012 respectively.
Analytical review of recorded course lecture was used for this work along with field
notes from those present in the classroom.
The initial implementations of the course were recorded by three separate video
cameras - two on student groups and one focused on the educator. This work analyzes
the instructor view recordings of the first 15 out of 45 lectures of the first semester of the
course across two different implementations. We coded these 15 lectures with eleven
separate codes ranging from discussion on the nature of biology, to discussions on the use
of multiple representations. On average, coded discussions are approximately 30-60
seconds in length but range from six seconds to over eight minutes.

7.2.4 The design team developed a coding scheme for tagging discussions.
This work focuses on the discussions regarding nature of physics (NOP), nature
of biology (NOB), and nature of math (NOM). Each of these along with four others
(Nature of Science, Nature of Medicine, Nature of Chemistry, Nature of the Course) were
tagged throughout the course lectures. Though all codes were considered for analysis,
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this work focuses on the NOP, NOB, and NOM. The annotations for these three are
below:

•

Nature of Physics (NOP): Applied to comments/conversations referencing what
Physics is, the way physicists think/work, and how Physics has
developed/changed over time.

•

Nature of Biology (NOB): Applied to comments/conversations referencing what
Biology is, the way biologists think/work, and how Biology has
developed/changed over time.

•

Nature of Math (NOM): Applied to comments/conversations referencing how
math is used in the course, what aspects of mathematical sophistication are
emphasized in the course, how mathematicians think/work, what mathematics is,
and how numbers are perceived.

For reliability checks, an independent reviewer viewed and coded data from six
arbitrarily selected distinct lectures to serve as a comparison. The results from this
reviewer were approximately identical with all eleven codes matching, and start and end
times matching within 30 seconds. The reliability checks were then discussed with the
independent reviewer and minor discrepancies were resolved.
Our codes and commentary were also compared with commentary created by
members of the research team made while present during the initial presentation of the
lectures. The interpretations and commentary were also discussed on a continual basis
with researchers from the UMD PER group for confirmation purposes. The analysis for
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the changing numbers of times the disciplines were discussed was created using
MATLAB® [35].

Figure 25. Total count for Each Annotation
The total times that each code appeared in the presentation of the course Fall 2011 or Spring 2012.

7.3 Results from the first course iteration show a distancing in the Nature of
Physics and Nature of Biology.

In the first iteration of the course, our results demonstrate that the educator
positions the disciplines of physics and biology as being separate and unique. The
disciplinary differences are regarding: (1) variation in the mathematical preparedness of
distinct groups of students, (2) derivation of knowledge in the disciplines, and (3)
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differences in the ways the disciplines think. In the first course iteration, there are five
instances in which NOB and NOP appear together. An instance is a time in which the
lecture was tagged with both NOB and NOP either in overlap or in succession. In four of
these five discussions, the educator highlights clear differences between the disciplines.
One instance contains a mixed message by first discussing a similarity between biology
and physics then transitioning to discussing differences. We now describe the substance
of the differences that the educator describes.

7.3.1 Differences in mathematical preparedness were discussed.

Throughout the first course iteration (Fall 2011), the educator establishes as
salient the students' mathematical preparation through statements indicating that this
course was originally targeted to a specific type of student-- the student who is defined as
being “less well prepared in mathematics”. The following discourse occurred during
lecture.

Educator: So here is the reason why we are doing what we are doing. Over the
past decade there has been a lot of calls to modernize the undergraduate
education for biology and pre-medical students... Calls for a multi-disciplinary,
competency-based science education both for biology and pre-med students that
is going to be less constrained and restricted than the previous environment....
But the point of this course…was a course that was created originally for a whole
crew of different kinds of students but mostly students who were less well
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prepared in mathematics. And what they did is they took the engineering course,
and they cut it back, and they shortened it up.

In this part of lecture, the educator is talking about the development of the
NEXUS/Physics course. Many of the students enrolled in this course are aspiring health
professionals majoring in biological sciences. In this segment, these students are grouped
together as not well prepared in mathematics and are in contrast to the group of those that
would be taking the engineering course, thus drawing a distinction between students from
various academic domains. While the educator is talking about the course reforms, he is
still emphasizing that this is for students who are less well prepared in mathematics.

7.3.2 Differences in derivation of knowledge were discussed.

In the first iteration of the course, biology is positioned as a discipline where one
should be able to summon knowledge that has been learned from authority where physics
is positioned as a discipline in which one should not memorize facts to disgorge but
should be able to generate knowledge. As one example, the students are expected to be
familiar with the anatomy of mammalian and fish respiratory systems and to recall on
demand during a course discussion.

Eugene: My answer was sort of like hers, but I said that instead of being in the
outside, it started developing those ridges on the inside so there is a larger
volume, you could pack all of those ridges in the same surface area.
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Educator: And what might you call that structure that you are building?
Eugene: In fish, they're lungs. In mammals, we call those the bronchi of our
lungs.
Educator: Fish don't have lungs.
Eugene: Oh I mean gills.
...
Educator: Right. Yeah. Great. So you're supposed to have had biology before
you take this course so I'm gonna feel free to toss in questions like that. And since
I'm not a biologist, ...you'll have to keep me honest if I go astray on the biology.
Okay? Because you probably know a lot more biology than I do.

When a student makes an error in his recall of the anatomy, the error is quickly
challenged by the educator, then rectified by the student. The educator then states that
the students should be familiar with biology because they are “supposed to have had
biology” implying that the educator will expect recall of biological facts. The course
educator then further distances himself by claiming that he is “not a biologist”, thereby
excusing himself from the requirement to recall biological facts, as those labeled
“biologists” are asked to do. This separation of expectations further distances the
disciplines from each other.
As the discussion in this day of class continues, the way that physicists approach
problems is positioned as being different from the way that biologists approach problems.
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Educator: And he [the speaker at a physics colloquium] basically explained that
with a… very simple model, throwing away most of the biology, just focusing. So
this is the way physicists do biology, and this is the way physicists do physics.

This example demonstrates an “us-versus-them” mentality by describing
physicists as disregarding the complexity of the biological system being examined.

7.3.3 Differences in thinking were discussed.

During a lecture mid-way through the semester, the educator led an explicit
discussion highlighting the differences between biology and physics, in which the
educator’s comments associate “thinking and reasoning” with physics and “memorizing”
with biology. The educator opens this discussion by describing a conference on teaching
physics for biology students in which he was encouraged to teach “them” how to think
like “us”. The telling of this story communicates a barrier between the disciplines. The
educator comments that they (the “experts”) have focused on this, the difference, for
thirty years.
The educator then states explicitly that there is a gap, meaning that the different
disciplines are separate and unique. The educator sets up two separate columns on the
board, further separating the disciplines as distinct. The remaining activity involves
placing generalizations about the nature of each discipline in the respective column.
There is only one comment, “breaks into pieces” that is later placed in the middle as
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representing both “thinking like a physicist” and “thinking like a biologist”. All other
comments are placed in one column or the other.

Educator: I'm interested in what's your perception at this point. So what do you
think is different about what I do from what you've seen in your biology
classes? What do we do differently in physics? (pause) And there's no right
answer to this, right? I am asking about your perception.
Jasper: I don't know. I'm kind of having trouble seeing a difference. I guess I just
kind of think of it as like they're sciences.
Educator: OK. You think it's similar.
Sameer: I mean, I'm not exactly sure how to explain it but I’m seeing that
physicists approach problems differently than biologists do.
Educator: And can you try to be specific in some way? Meaning?
Sameer: Meaning... I don't really know how... I don't know how a physicist
does... but it seems that the way you go about doing a problem does feel different.
Educator: Does feel different. OK.

When the educator requests student input, he does so by asking only for the
differences. By not asking for similarities, the educator highlights the distinctions and
positions the disciplines further apart. Even though the first student to speak states that
he is “having trouble seeing a difference,” the educator listens to the student but does not
provide additional comment nor does he ask the student to elaborate. This acknowledges
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the student but does not give credit to his stance. In contrast, the next student who offers
a difference is asked to elaborate.
The educator continues to listen to students’ general comments about the
differences until a student describes biology as being more qualitative and positions
chemistry closer to physics as working with “a lot of mathematical modeling and
quantitative data”. The discussion continues with students making statements
highlighting differences in physics and biology. The students make comments and the
educator writes terms in either column (see Table 4), with the exception of “break into
pieces” which is the first and only comment to be placed into the middle of the two
columns.
The discussion ends with the addition of the final comment under the “Thinking
like a physicist” column by the educator, stating “Think and reason with equations”. No
accompanying comment is added to the “Thinking like a biologist” column. This is an
example of the positioning of the disciplines as distinct and different.
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Table 4. Contents from Blackboard Columns.
Contents from Columns on Blackboard that were written by the professor during an in-class discussion

Thinking like a physicist

Thinking like a biologist

Simple models

More complicated models

Just do it

Think about big picture

More quantitative modeling & data

More qualitative

Connect models to basic principles

Connect models to complex data

Idealized models

(No companion counter listed)

Clean principles

Hard to separate principles

Memorize eqs (equations) & apply

Memorize concepts and (illegible)

Think and reason with equations

(No companion counter listed)

7.4 Results from the second course iteration show a shift in the positioning
of the Nature of Physics and Nature of Biology.

A thorough examination of the second iteration of the course reveals a shift in
how the nature of physics and nature of biology are described. During the second
iteration, the NOP and NOB were described as being more similar than different, and less
silo-ed. Similarities within NOB and NOP are noted through discussions regarding their
changing nature, use of mathematics, and focus on understanding physical systems. An
extended class discussion on the differences between the natures of the disciplines is not
present in this iteration. In the second year, there are seven instances in which NOB and
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NOP appear together. Six of these seven highlight clear similarities between the natures
of the two disciplines. One contains a mixed message as it begins by highlighting a
generalized difference but then contains a counter example of a similarity. This section
highlights the types of similarities the educator discusses.

7.4.1 Similarities in temporal change were highlighted.

On the first lecture of the semester, the educator interjects into his lecture
statements regarding how physics is changing, an example of how biology has changed
as well.

Educator: Biology and medicine- everything has changed. When I was in high
school, they didn't tell me the right number of chromosomes for human beings.
You'd think that they could count that. It turns out it is not as easy as it looks, but
all of this changes. So there are changes that are happening fast. And you are
going to see them.

The disciplines are aligned with each other in that both are changing disciplines in
which novel discoveries are being made, but while they are more aligned, we do still see
elements of the “biology as facts” positioning that was present in the first iteration.
During a subsequent lecture, the educator again highlights the similarities amongst these
disciplines again.
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Educator: Equations like this where the quantity is related to the rate of change in
the quantity just occurs in science all over the place. And you'll see it in biology.
You'll see it in medicine. You'll see it in physics.

In this instance, the educator points out that the examination of an object’s rate of
change occurs across the aforementioned disciplines. The educator lists biology,
medicine, and physics as all being similar in this regard.

7.4.2 Similarities in being a part of science were discussed.

During a discussion on NOB, the educator makes statements on the use of
mathematics in the sciences and implicitly includes biologists in the category of a science
alongside of physics.

Educator: Math is extremely important in science. And this is why they make you
[biological science students] take math classes… there's lots of things that is
really important about the science that is added on top of the math that makes it
much more challenging than the way the math is done in the math classes.

The educator communicates that they take math classes so that it can be used in
the sciences. The educator in this message sets up why this class will be relying on the
mathematics that the students have already learned.
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7.4.3 Similarities in examining physical systems were discussed.

Embedded in a discussion on the importance of using math in physics, the
educator describes the aligning of both physics and biology in the context of working
with a physical system as a critical point.

Educator: A critical point about the whole process of using math--and it's not it's
not just math 'cause once we talk about this you will be able to see that this is very
much the same as a lot of what you do in qualitative biology--um is that we are
going to begin with some physical system. And it could be a biological system.
All systems are physical systems.

The educator explicitly brings in biology by commenting on the similarity about both
examining physical systems. This shows an aligning of physics and biology in that
biologists work with physical systems just as physicists do and is an example of the
disciplines being positioned as similar and less-siloed.

7.5 What Contributed to the Educator’s Shift in Messaging?

While we cannot say with certainty what contributed to the educator shifting the
messaging about NOP and NOB in the classroom, we can point to a couple of potential
influences. During the first iteration of the course, a research team was actively
recording students in class and interviewing them outside of class. In between the first
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and second semester of the first iteration of the course, the research team had a meeting
with the educator in which they showed him examples of how his messaging about the
disciplines was being taken up by students (e.g. interview transcripts.).
Upon reflection of this data, the educator noted that some of the ways the students
were positioning the disciplines were not how he intended. Additionally, in the second
iteration of the course, a biophysics colleague joined the instructional team. This
colleague viewed biology and physics as much more congruent than the original
educator, and they had many discussions on how physics and biology were similar. It is
likely that both of these types of discussions–with both the research team and the
biophysics colleague–contributed to the shift in the educator’s messaging from one
iteration to the next.

7.6 Nature of Math did not shift.

While we see a shift in the positioning of the nature of physics and nature of
biology from the first iteration of the course to the second, there is no such shift observed
in the positioning of the nature of math.

Educator: We are going to assume you've had a calculus course. I'm not actually
going to use a lot of calculus because my experience is that the students who have
had calculus courses don't understand it in the way they need to for the physics.
And therefore the calculus we do, we're going to build up from scratch, and it's
going to look a little bit different from the way that it looked in your calculus
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class. And I'm going say some things, which I would prefer you not pass on to
your mathematician professors.
Class:[Snickers]

The instructor shares his experience with the students, indicating that he believes
the students’ background in calculus does not equip them with the depth of understanding
that they need to apply these mathematical principles to physics.
During the second iteration, the educator again indicates that the students are not
prepared to use math in physics:

Educator: A big deal in what we're doing in physics, and one of the reasons that
we have the physics class for you folks is that math is extremely important in
science. And this is why they make you take math classes. But in a lot of their
classes, you don't get to the way that the math is used in the science until quite
late, like junior, sometimes even senior year. Sometimes you don’t even get to see
it until graduate school. [Then] it is really too late. You need to build your sense
of how it works because it is not at all like it works in the math class. There are
lot of things that are really important about the science that are added on top of
the math that makes it much more challenging than the way the math is done in
the math classes.

Maintaining consistency with the first iteration of the course, the educator
believes the students background in math does not equip them with the depth of
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understanding that they need to apply these mathematical principles to physics as the
science is described as being added on top of the math, making it more challenging.

7.7 As educators our positioning can shift even if we are unaware.

Our analysis shows that the first iteration of the course included comments that
positioned the nature of physics as distinct and different from the nature of biology (4 out
of 5 instances). The second iteration revealed communications describing the nature of
physics and the nature of biology as similar and less-siloed (6 out of 7 instances). During
the first iteration of the course, the educator led a lengthy eight-minute discussion on the
differences between “thinking like a physicist” and “thinking like a biologist”. This
discussion is notably absent from the second iteration of the course.
Our analysis also showed that the first iteration of the course included nine
comments regarding the nature of math, and that the second iteration of the course
included 10 comments. In nine out of nine instances in the first iteration, and in 10 out of
ten instances in the second iteration, the educator described that as being different than
the sciences, including physics, and/or described the students as being ill prepared for
handling the math in the way that it was needed in the course.
In follow-up reflections by the educator, he denied any change in his messaging
about disciplinary similarities and difference from the first and second iterations of the
course. It was only after reviewing this analysis that the educator acknowledged a shift in
the communicated nature of the given disciplines.
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For the PER community, these results demonstrate that without being aware,
educators can shift in communicated messages. We, as educators, may believe that we
undergo perhaps only small internal shifts that are undetectable externally. Even in the
presence of a recognized internal shift, we may not acknowledge any shift in the external
messages we communicate. The messages sent to students are sometimes hidden, not
only from the students, but also from ourselves. Additionally, changing the way students
engage in mathematical reasoning in an IPLS course may require a shift in the
positioning of the nature of math and also in the positioning the students as being capable
and competent in mathematics.
This work provides a critical first step in exploring the positioning of the
disciplines in the classroom. Upon gaining an understanding so to what messages are
being communicated to the students, and further can now consider if the uptake of these
messages influences student behavior or learning outcomes. Further study regarding a
change in the discussions on the nature of the given disciplines may also effect of these
communicated statements on students. Such analysis may contribute to raising
instructors’ critical awareness of the disciplinary messages they communicate in their
courses. Another component of the classroom dynamics is the positioning of the
disciplines from the students, as they are sources of knowledge, not just receivers.
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Chapter VIII: Conclusion

This dissertation pulls from and links the disciplines of physics, biology, and
education. Chapter 3 brings together biology and physics to explore collective cell
migration. Chapters 4-7 build upon Chapter 3 and pull from a third research area,
education, to develop a methodology for developing cross disciplinary authentic
curricula.
In my experimental biophysics research (Chapter 3), I discussed my observations
regarding the role of BMP signaling in the posterior Lateral Line primordium (pLLp) of
zebrafish. As this group of cells migrate in vivo during embryonic development, they
communicate with each other via signaling systems. Two of these signaling pathways
(Wnt and Fgf) have been widely studied and are known to play a role in the migration of
the pLLp. In this work, I examined the role of an additional signaling pathway (BMP)
which was recently observed to play a role in collective migration by the Chitnis lab. I
used physics-based research tools and methods to examine the role of BMP in the pLLp.
From my results, I propose that BMP is crucial for collective cell migration in this
system and that it is active in the leading domain. I found that inhibiting BMP signaling
in the pLLp altered multiple components of migration including the directionality, the
migratory speed, and the prevalence of quadrijunctions.
Specifically, I observed that in the control, the leading and trailing domains were
distinct with the leading domain more directed and the trailing domain less directed in
migration. This trend is not present in the BMP-inhibited condition as there is a lack of
distinct regions. Additionally, upon BMP inhibition, I observed an overall increase in
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angular spread, meaning that the cells migrate in a less directed manner. As this overall
increase is comparable to the trailing domain and the uptick in the control, I propose that
inhibiting BMP effects the leading domain.
My observations in regards to the migratory speed of the pLLp also support the
critical nature of the role of BMP and its position in the leading domain. I observed an
overall decrease in the mean speed of the BMP-inhibited embryos as compared with the
control. The overall slowing could be caused by the fact that the cells are mechanically
coupled. A slowing in the leading domain could slow the entire pLLp. Additionally, in
our control, there are distinct regions of higher and lower speeds in the pLLp. This trend
is not observed in the BMP-inhibited condition as there is again a lack of distinct regions.
The leading domain does not exhibit an increased speed when compared with the trailing
domain. This slowing also supports the role of BMP signaling in the leading domain.
In addition to the trends in directionality and speed of the pLLp, I also examined
cell shape and intersections which further reinforced the critical role of BMP signaling in
this system. I observed this in the prevalence of quadrijunctions in the pLLp. (A
quadrijunction is the intersection of four cells that join at a perpendicular intersection.)
In the BMP-inhibited condition, I observed a significant increase in the number of
quadrijunctions throughout the pLLp as compared to the control. Biologically this could
indicate an increased coupling of the cells. I propose that there may be an increase in
cell-cell adhesions either due to an increase in actin scaffolding and/or adhesion proteins.
In regards to my aim of using physics-based research tools and methods to
examine and make analytical statements regarding the role of BMP in the pLLp, I was
able to confirm and identify that BMP is vital to collective cell migration in the pLLp and
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make quantitative statements regarding the change in directionality, speed, and junctions.
Furthermore, from my results, I propose that BMP is activated in the leading domain of
the pLLp.
Transitioning to my work in the field of biophysics education research, I note that
in my experimental biophysics work, I started with a base level of understanding of the
biological system. I then used tools and concepts from physics to increase our level of
biological knowledge of the system. This idea of explicitly starting with biology and
then using physics to gain insight into the biology was successful in the research lab. I
then built upon this methodology to develop new curriculum in a physics classroom for
biology students.
The second section of my dissertation focused on achieving a concept that I
defined and termed “cross-disciplinary authenticity”. Situated in a reformed
undergraduate physics course for life science majors (IPLS), my aim was to develop a
group-work based problem set that all stakeholders—including students—perceive as
achieving cross-disciplinary authenticity through using physics to yield insight into
biological systems. I prosed cross-disciplinary authenticity as a general term for starting
with a base level of knowledge in a given discipline and then using the tools and concepts
of a secondary discipline to increase one’s level of knowledge in the original discipline.
I also presented a novel example of the development of such a problem set that
achieves cross-disciplinary authenticity through the development of a research-based
problem set. To build this problem set, I built off of my own experimental research on
collective cell migration in zebrafish. I started with the biological then identified
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questions about the system and used a physics lens to build the problem set with the goal
of achieving cross-disciplinary authenticity.
I then used an iterative design process to further refine the problem set. The
iterative design process took into account feedback from all stakeholders: the design
team, our colleagues, our peers, and the students. The aim was to develop a problem set
that all stakeholders view as yielding insight into a biological system, and thus achieving
cross-disciplinary authenticity.
In the iterative design process of the problem set development, feedback was
obtained through student focus group interviews. One component of the problem set was
designed to facilitate modeling of two cells. In the early iterations, this component
moved straight from modeling a non-living system (two bubbles in contact) to a living
system (two cells in contact). This, however, was not a successful presentation as the
students did not engage in modeling of the living system and did not see modeling as an
authentic or relevant skill (that did not yield insight into the biology).
This design failure led me to identify and term an “epistemological bridge”. The
epistemological bridge is similar in some regards to a conceptual bridge, which is
commonly discussed in the literature, and assists students in overcoming conceptual
difficulties [105]. The most obvious similarity is that the epistemological bridge also
includes an intermediary component that enables the students to reach the target scenario.
The insertion of the intermediary component in this case enabled the students to
overcome the epistemological difficulties that existed in the earlier versions and
successfully engage in interdisciplinary modeling.
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Deployment of the problem set in a large-scale classroom showed that a large
number of the students did indeed engage in interdisciplinary modeling. Thus the aim of
developing a problem set that is achieves achieving cross-disciplinary authenticity
through using physics to yield insight into biological systems was successful.
And finally, in addition to written content available in the reformed IPLS, I also
examined the ways in which one instructor positioned the disciplines of biology, physics,
and math during lecture throughout the first and second semesters that the course was
taught. Although the instructor denies that any shift occurred in his positioning of the
disciplines, the results show that a shift occurred from positioning the disciplines of
biology and physics as being distinct and different in the first semester to being similar
and less-siloed during the second semester. This demonstrates that without being aware,
we as educators can shift in the external messages we communicate to the students.
In conclusion, throughout this work we have seen that bringing together the fields
of biology, physics, and education can be successful in producing new and innovative
results. My hope is that this work will be built upon and inspire other researchers to
achieve cross-disciplinary authenticity both in their research and in their classroom.
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Appendix A
Laplace Pressure in Cells
1. In this problem, we will first investigate pressure in non-living scenarios such as in a
pipe and in two bubbles before considering the role that pressure plays in morphogenesis.
Considering the pressure of cells and of their surrounding environment is important as
pressure plays a vital role in many biological phenomena such as morphogenesis,
collective cell migration, and cancer metastasis. Describe qualitatively the role that
pressure has in determining cell shape, citing biological examples.
2. (i) The illustration below shows cross-sectional slice of a pipe containing two fluids.
The view is of a cross-sectional slice of the pipe. The fluids in the pipe are separated by
an elastic membrane that is fixed to the pipe. Consider the interface of the fluids as a
hemispherical dome. Use words to describe how you could tell by looking if the two
static, incompressible fluids in the pipe (pictured below) have the same or different
internal pressures.

(ii) Draw free body diagrams for each of the small patches of surface area at the locations
(I, II, and III) indicated below. State whether or not there is a net force at each location,
and if there is, indicate the direction of the force.
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(iii) In a different experiment with the same membrane materials, the curvature of the
membrane is higher. What can you conclude about the pressures in the new scenario
with regards to the initial scenario from part (i)?

(iv) In a different experiment with the same membrane materials, the curvature of the
membrane is higher. What will change (if anything) in the free body diagrams for
locations I, II, and III as drawn for part (ii)?

(v) Suppose there are now three fluids in the pipe, as pictured below. Fluid A and fluid B
may or may not be the same. Rank the fluids in terms of greatest to least pressure.
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3. Suppose two bubbles are captured in the moment pictured. For each of the scenarios
in the diagrams below, showing a cross sectional center slice of the bubbles, state
whether the internal pressure of bubble A is greater than, less than, or equal to the
internal pressure of bubble B, and how that relates to the pressure of the surrounding
environmental pressure, C. Each bubble may or may not be made of the same material.
(i) Using greater than or equal to signs, rank the pressures in the following scenarios. If
the ranking cannot be determined, state what additional information would be needed.

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Scenario 3:

Scenario 4:

Scenario 5:

Scenario 6:
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(ii) If you declared that any of the scenarios could not be fully ranked, what
additional information would you need to know in order to fully determine the
ranking, and what would that ranking be?

(iii) If instead of the cross-sectional slice of attached bubbles, the images above
are now the view through an inverted microscope showing various different
objects attached and suspended in solution. Each object is made of a
phospholipid bilayer encasing a homogenous colloidal liquid. Would your
responses for part (i) change? If so, how? If not, why not?

(iv) If instead of the above scenarios, the images above are now the view through
an inverted microscope of spherical circulating tumor cells that are attached to
each other and suspended in solution, would your responses for part (iii) change?
If so, how? If not, why not?

4. A classical research technique called micropipette aspiration involves
aspirating a cell into a micropipette to determine its cellular mechanical
properties. Let’s investigate how this process works.
The illustration on the right depicts a single cell (dark gray)
being sucked into a pipette (light gray) in suspension
(white) during the process of micropipette aspiration. The
protrusion of the cell into the pipette is equal to the radius
of the pipette and creates a hemispherical dome.
The illustration includes the following labels: pressure
inside of the cell Pc , pressure inside of the pipette Pp , and
pressure in the surrounding liquid PL.
Rank the pressures in terms of smallest to largest.
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5. In class you were given that for a sphere ΔP= 2γ/r. Show how this is possible
(true).

6. (i) Now that you are familiar with the Laplace Pressure equation, consider the
following scenario: Two attached bubbles are in an environment of constant
atmospheric pressure. The internal pressure of each of the attached bubbles
remains constant, as does the surface tension. What happens to the curvature of
the bubbles as atmospheric pressure increases? What happened to the radius?
(ii) Now holding atmospheric pressure, and the internal pressure of the bubbles
constant, what happens to the curvature when surface tension increases?
(iii) Now holding atmospheric pressure and surface tension constant, what
happens as the internal pressure of the bubbles decrease?
(iv) Now let's examine the interface of the two bubbles. If the pressure of the first
bubble is greater than the pressure in the second bubble, what does the interface
of the two bubbles look like?

7. Consider the simulation found via the link on your course website or by
visiting: http://ggbtu.be/m2118515. Use the simulation to create each of the
scenarios in question 6 and test your answers. For each of the above parts (i-iv)
state whether your answers agree or disagree.

8. If any parts of your answers to questions 6 and 7 did not agree, what
happened? If they did agree, why do you think that is?
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9. Consider the micropipette system introduced in
question 4, pictured at right, and the equation for
Laplace Pressure from question 5.
(i) What is the surface tension of the cell in terms of
the radii and the given pressures?
(ii) If the pressure in the pipette is 1 kPa less than the
pressure in the surrounding liquid, calculate the
surface tension of the cell.

10. Now that we have investigated these different scenarios, lets see how these
principles apply to an in vivo biological scenario. During zebrafish development,
a group of migrating cells deposits neuromasts,
which are clusters of cells that develop into
sensory organs.
(i) Some cells have irregular geometry. This
could occur for a number of reasons. What are
some biological or physical reasons that could
contribute to a cell’s irregular geometry?

(ii) When the cells do have irregular geometry, which parts of the Laplace
Pressure formula are affected and in what way?

(iii) What can you say about the pressure difference of cells A, B, and C?
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(iv) If the surface tension of these cells ≈ 0.2 mNm−1, estimate the pressure
difference between cell A and its surroundings.

11. Describe qualitatively the role that pressure has in determining cell shape,
citing biological examples.
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